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Introduction
All kindred, sensitive souls who spend rather undrtm-
atic lives, working hard in obscure corners, must feel a
great interest and inspiration in the life of Cesar Franck.
Ee was so spiritual and good, in his life and ambition, bo
generous to his pupils and confreres, and so completely
modest about his great genius. In these days of great adver-
tising and publicity, it is rewarding to see the triumph,
by sheer ability, of one so retiring*
For some time, as I have listened to, and studied
organ music, it has seemed to me that the French composers
express a quality and beauty in their music which no other
composers possess. It is perhaps I delicacy, a sincerity,
a grace or refinement, a spirituality, a daintiness; yet
with relieious feeling underlying it which satisfies
both the listener and the performer. Greatest of the French
organ composers is Cesar Franck. In truth Franck is without
doubt the greatest composer of organ music since Bach,
i' hough his output for the instrument is small, he developed
80 new a form of expression, and spoke so well, that his
name wouid live on the strength of his organ works alone.
His -vork is the culmination of the finest qualities the
French have to offer, namely, a sense of order, style,
balance and precision, .tided bj an extreme religious under-
i
vii
standing, such. t.s Bach also had, expressed in the flawless
technique developed by Franck through fifty years of self-
discipline, study end practice*
xhis thesis deals with an important, so far neglected,
document from France's youth* It is titled "Fugues Vocales",
and is in the possession of the music room of the Boston
.rublic Library - part of the ^ilen A. Brown collection. It
is a lengthy manuscript, some 309 pages, entirely in the
handwriting of the author. It bears signatures and dates*
i!his holograph is so very significant, in that it shows the
very severe schooling which Franck had at the £aris Conser-
vatoire, at the ages of fifteen and sixteen. A complete
study of this manuscript comprises this thesis. It helps
to give us some light as to how Franck was able to write
music the way he did, and as to the severe discipline to
which he continued to subject himself all through his long
productive life. I *ish therefore, to include a background
study of the man himself, and his creative work$ which will
form part I; while a detailed discussion of the manuscript
"Fugue6 Vocales" will form Part II.
x'he main source of information available about Franck
has been the writings of his devoted pupils, chief of whom
(1)
was Vincent D'Indy. x'here are also the speeches made at
the dedication of the monument to Franck at ot. clotilde, and
numerous magazine articles, most of which appeared upon the
(1) Tor this work and articles mentioned »see bibliography.
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100th anniversary of his birth, in December 19££.
Jranek's widow and oldest son,George t finally allowed
some of his manuscripts t hitherto kept among the papers of
the family, to be studied by Julien riersot, who has written
at some length about them. All this material has been studied
in detail for this thesis*

Reproduction of * poMop'aph f'0o*> hfe.

Part I
Cesar Fr^nck - i'he Man and Artist
Chapter I -— His Life.
Cesar-Auguste Franck wcs born December 10,18££ at
Liege, Belgium. On his father's side his ancestors were
71emish, of the .laiicon country^ very closely related to
the French. Among them /.'ere several painters, the most
noted of whom was Jerome Franck (born in 1540- died in
Paris in 1610), who held the appointment of painter to
Henri III in Paris. Cesar Franck' s mother was Barbe Frings,
a German, from Aix-la-Charelle. It is said that all his
life Franck said his prayers in German, as a carry-over
from his childhood. Yoihu Cesar had a talent for drawing,
but his father desired that both he and his brother Joseph
become professional musicians* In those days a music educa-
tion was to be secured entirely on its own, separate from
any other school; so at a very tender a^e Cesar was entered
at Liege Conservatoire, xhere on December £, 1833 he began
the study of harmony under L'Auesoigne. Harmony was treated
( £•)
differently than at the Conservatoire of Paris* rather as
I
l.)Charle8 Van Len 3orren-"Belgian Music and French Music"-
Musical quarterly, July 19 £3.
i £.) ^ulien Aiersot- TlLes OflLvres inedites de Cesar Franck"-
jxevue Uusicale-^ecea. -erl, 19 ££ - Ko. £•

progressive counterpoint. He graduated at the age of eleven,
and was taken on tour as a pianist*
At twelve his ambitious father took him to Paris for
further study, and for wider use of his talents, i'he boy
studied privately with ^.eicha, who taught harmony and coun-
terpoint conjointly, from June £4, 1855 to May 15, 1836.
(1)
ieicha died May £6, 1S36. Franck entered the laris Con-
servatoire in 1637. inhere he studied pianoforte with Zimmer-
man, and composition with Leborne. ihere he won "proxime
accessit" for fugue (1S-37), Grand Prix d'Eonneur for piano-
forte (1S38), first prize for fugue (1840), and second for
organ (164i)« i'lndy is most indignant at his having won
l ecer.d prize, since in the improvisation test young Franck
had intensely confused and embtiTjassed his superiors by com-
cining the themes given in the two exercises, the fugue and
the sonata, into one. xhis was so irregular that they were
reluctant to give him any prize, but Benoist, his teacher,
was insistant, and they compromised on second piize. x'he
Grand Prix d'fionneur was a special award given Franck for
irregularly transposing the Eight-reading test l/3 below
the giver, pitch, and playing it beautifully, without a slip.
Perhaps Franck thus planted the seeds of jealousy of his
(1) Vincent ii'indy - "u£sar Franck" - a translation from the
French with an introduction by .uosa Kewmarch. Page 114-
^xercises dene under xieicha- manuscript in the possession
of U. Ch. 'Jalherbe, the erudite archivist of the Opera.
*f
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superior musical ability in the minds of the officers of
the Conservatoire* which ail his life set him apart from
them.
Franck was definitely leaning toward composition, as
his choice of life work. Let us tear in mind that in 1840
he actually stood alone on the verge of his career* He was
then eighteen. Berlioz was pursuing other aims, .<&gner had
not yet written his first opera "xvienzi", Liszt was devoted
to showy piano music, and comic opera was the complete vogue
in Paris. Cesar's greatest desire at that time was to
compete for the Prix de -\ome for composition, but this turn
of affairs ves not in the ^luns of his father. His father.
..as dtt«ruLn«4 that he should excell as a piano virtuoso,
rather than as a composer, so Cesar was withdrawn from the
conservatory on April ££, 184£. iwo years in Belgium follow-
ed, of which we know very little. .<e do know that the dates
of some of his manuscripts show that he used his school
U)
vacations for composing. in Belgium the young composer
went to see Franz Liszt who was already famous, and showed
(1) x'he manuscript "Fugues Vocales" by Franck, bearing dates
from 1838 to 1840? will be discussed later in this thesis,
and is student work from this period.
( £) Julien x'iersot - tTC4sc.r r ranck" - Musical %\iuTterly -
U. 3. Vol. Ia 19£3.
(3) Iranok'l family preserved many of his early manuscripts
Ahich did not come to light until recently, i'iersot p. 100
xievue Musical.
—.4
him his three'^rios concert^ns", for piano, violin, and
vioiinceiio, .vritten in 18414 Lisi.t realised the promise
these work:? showed, was kindly toward young Franck, and
promised to suggest Franck's music to German t-rtists for
performance, x'his he did. Franck's father had suggested
that the first of the x'rios be dedicated "i'o His Majesty
Leopold I, King of the Belgians", thus hoping to attract
the king^ favor. As far as is known this did not succeed.
Even these early compositions showed originality and a
spirit of exploration.
In 1844 the Franck family returned to iraris where they
lived in meagre circumstances, dependent upon the earnings
of the two sons, During the next few years the French inv-
olution was brewing, and as is usual is such times of polit-
ical stress, music dwindled. Many of the more wealthy pupils
left Faris altogether, and earnings were slight. Franck,
who had been composing showy piano music to play at his own
recitals, now began to compose more seriously.
In 1848 during the height of the French revolution
Franck married the daughter of the actress Desmousseaux
whom he had known for some time. Some of his student ex-
ercises were copied and dedicated to her eight years earlier,
i'he wedding took place tit the church Not re Dame de Lanrette
.vhere he was then organist. D f Indy says that the wedding
purty had to climb street barricades fluring the actual

(1)
fighting. His bride was the daughter of a talented and
artistic family, *ell-kncwn in the theatre. "He and his
wife lived for forty-three years in discreet and untroubl-
ed intimacy, surrounded, in the course of the passing
years, by their children and grtJid-children. Madame C«
Franck long survived her husband, living almost a century,
and lived to witness his posthumus fame*"
France's marriage caused a permanent break between
Cesar and his own family, ±'hey disapproved of an actress
in the family, and they had been dependent upon his earn-
ings* As we learn of Franck all through his life, he was
completely untroubled when he felt that he was doing the
right thing. Ee withdrew completely from his family, es-
tablished his own home, and settled into a life of hard
work, rising at 5:30 AM, composing in the e^rly hours,
and starting on his rounds of teaching after breakfast.
El composed some sentimental music at this time, dedicat-
ing it to members of his family. His marriage even inspir-
ed a polka. He also wrote a few patriotic songs.
i!he arrival of a baby at the Franck household by the
end of the year necessitated earning a real living. Since
(1) Ibid. "Cesar Franck"
(£) Ibid. J. i'iersot - ir.e Musical quarterly - July 19£3
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opera was the most popular form of music at the time Franck
secured the services of a well known librettist of the day,
and requested a libretto. Ko doubt the fact that his wife's
family were connected with the theatre also influenced him*
xhe resulting composition was "Le Valet de Ferme" in 185£.
Sills work shows excellent composition and traits of genius,
but the libretto was not good, Franck 1 s style was not suit-
ed to the stage, and the opera was a complete failure* It
was really time wasted.
Franck's next post as organist was that at St. Jean-
St. Prancoi8 au Marais where he remained about ten years,
i'here he had a fine Cavaille-Coll organ. His interest turn-
ed more and more to the church, and to church music. He was,
of course, a fine pianist and a skillful improvisor, and heA
hours improvising and exploring the possibilities of the
organ as an instrument, i'here is -".o question but that Franck
aid some of his finest composition work for this instrument,
end th^_t all his other composition was influenced by the
long hours he spent at its keyboard. Here he found his true
medium of composition, and scope for his full genius*
In 1858 Franck was appointed organist to St. Clotilde,
/.here he was already choir-master. He really sought this
position, since it gave him the x&p of a very excellent
Cavaille-Coll instrument. I'he organioft was halfway be-
tween the vaulted roof of the church and the pavement,

approached by a winding stair. It is here that we picture
him even as does the portrait by Lladame .wongier - here his
pupils loved to gather, to listen and to learn*
For a period of some ten years Franck published no
music. He id known to have written much hasty music for
performance at the church, x'his music has not been worthy
of survival* In this he was like Bach. Very little music
was available at the church, and the church itself was not
the prosperous parish it later became, xhis htisty composi-
tion was expected of its organist, and necessary. Eis rou-
tine also included un evening ^.t home each week with his
pupils, .vhere they played their compositions, and anxiously
awaited the opinions of thrir aaster, Jranck. In turn, he
played his own compositions to them, eager for their com-
ments.
In 1£7£ Franck succeeded Benoist as organ professor
at the Conservatoire. He was then fifty, with his most
significant work still ahead of him. He was much surprised
at this appointment. Ee had never received any considera-
tion from the directors of the Conservatoire. He was even
really unpopular due to his candour, lack of social graces
»
and unwillingness to comply with rules which did not suit
his judgment, ierhaps Benoist himself insisted upon the
appointment. .ie remember his early interest in Franck as
his pupil. In any case, efen after his appointment the
1
directors paid little attention to him. They seldom, if
ever, attended premiers of his works - never fcave him any
recognition as a co^joser. He did receive the Legion of
Honour ribbon in 1387, designating him as "Professor of
Organ", a mere recognition of length of service* His pupils
felt a great humiliation at this, since they knew he so
richly deserved the greater honor as "Composer".
During his lifetime Franck never secured satisfactory
presentations of his works* This probably largely accounts
for the late recognition of their true beauty. He had not
the time, nor the facility, nor the interest, in making
the necessary arrangements for rehearsals, tublicii,,
,
nor
in securing an advantageous audience. His contemporaries
felt this a decided lack in him. It was not "the way" to
do* Furthermore , Franck seemed to hear his compositions
as he had ritten them, in his mind, rather than as they
Aere actually played, xoor performances never distressed
him, even though his devoted pupils were in despair over
t hem.
Franck had begun his duties as professor of organ on
February 1, 187fc. Colonne, the fine conductor, conducted
a performance of Franck 1 8 "redemption" at a Concert Spir-
itual on Thursday of Passion Week 1873. In 1879 Franck
organized a performance of his beloved work "The Beatitudes"
This great composition had been in process of creation

ten .rears, and had been performed only in part. Students
were to give the performance at Franck f s home, and exten-
sive preparations were made. Important people made excuses
at the last minute not to come, as did leading critics (who
even today are not very kindly disposed toward young per-
formers), i-he whole affair was a dreadful fiasco, yet Franck
hardly expected more. Fourteen ;ears later Color.ne, the con-
ductor, put on a fine performance of the same work which
brought glory and fame where it was due, but alas, its com-
poser had been dead three years.
Franck 1 8 great Symphony in L minor was performed in
February 1889 by the Societe des Concerts du Conservatoire,
and was also a dreadful failure. Subscribers, players, pub-
lic and critics never seemed interested in his works, xhe
vogue for opera had lessened somewhat, but wagner in all
hi 8 exciting grandeur was the rage of Paris. During his
lifetime Franck witnessed but two reelly satisfactory per-
formances of his works. *he first was of his string quartet
at one of the concerts of the SocxfetA National de Musitjue
at the Salle xle„al on April 19, 1890 when Franck was 69
•
xhe second was a few days lt.ter when he took part in a con-
cert of hi<? own compositions given by the Ysaye quartet at
xournai. These were really triumphal, end led. Franck to
hope that at last the public was beginning to understand ^im.
(r
I t
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His satisfaction was short-lived, ihe next month as
he was hurraing on his endless round of lessons he was hit
by an omnibus pole, and hurt more than he realised at the
time. He neglected to care for the injury, and several
months l^ter, pleurisy set in and he died, ihe date was
November 8, 1590, ut Paris, where Franck had spent the
greatest part of his cjuiet life. He was quietly buried at
-lontrouge cemetery while the officials of the Ministry of
Arts and the Conservatoire made excuses not to appear ut
the funeral, k few years later his remains were exhumed
and taken to the cemetery of ilontparnass e.
Fourteen years later public and officials alike gath-
ered at the unveiling of the monument to him, presented by
his pupils and friends. It stands in the basilica of the
church of St. Clotilde, where for over thirty years he had
served as organist: and where he, the greatest single crea-
tive force in French nineteenth century music, had wielded
his ifLmej.surable teaching influence.
(t I - - »
i
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Chapter II
Franck - I he Craftsman.
Early in his long life Cesar Franck seems to have
been conscious of his great genius, and to have set him-
self to develop it to its fullest extent. To this end he
set himself certain hours which he devoted to composition,
and certain others which he devoted to reading masterpieces
of literature, the Bible, and to studying works of art in
other forms than music* .ihen he chose to express himself
in any particular form of music, whether it was the string
quartet, the symphony, or organ music, he thoroughly studied
the finest existing works, and then proceeded to write his
own, in his own original idiom* He was consciously aware
that if one f s works are to live, they must progress from
the known, into some new variety of expression.
as V4 have seen in the proceeding chapter, Tranck had
a thorough training in composition. He worked all his stud-
ent exercises with great care, neatly copying and preserv-
ing them. He won many prices. If he deviated from the ac-
cepted rules, he explained why he did so. <»e have scarcely
any record of his very early attempts at composition. Tor
over thirty ^ears of his adult life he seems to have made
no attempt to have his works published. He realised himself
that he was not yet ready to speak in his true language.
<
Some of his l-ter worts, namely the nSix lieces for Organ"
bear the same opus numbers us earlier, no longer existant
piano pieces, showing that Franck, himself, wished to dis-
regard them.
It is all the more surprising tho,t Franck achooled
himself so severely, when we glance at the prevailing
taste of the times in music* Opera was the only vogue, and
it t.s ver;- largely comic opera, showy, entertaining, and
colorful, liano music was also showy and far from subtle.
Organ music was patterned after the same manner with Lefeb-
wre—»ely and Latiste the favorites with their superficial
strains. j.he fine tradition of the Gregorian Chant and lal-
estrina which had been developed in French church music
were completely unknown to Franck and to his contemporaries,
xhe performance of new music was controlled by the few heads
of the Conservatoire, and the Academie des Beaux Arts was
much more interested in other forms of art- sculpture, paint
ing, and architecture- than in music.
In spite of this Franck devoted himself to his church,
and sought to express himeclf in mystical terms. His God
and religion were vtij real to him, and he experimented
until he found a way to express religious feelings in music,
^is music is meditative, mystical ^nd spiritual. It recog-
nises the eternal search and lor.^iig of the human soul to-
ward God; it reveui^ all the struggles of that soul on earth
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its attempts toward the good life, yet makes the listener
ware that this eternal straggle is worth while, and in it-
self brings its own reward and satisfaction.
France's music is a grest comfort to kindred souls
alone, struggling, insecure, longing for perfect confidence,
working with little recognition through self-communings
ani prayers. He gave self-confidence and encouragement to
his followers to hurst forth und express their inmost thoughts
to be themselves as Frenchmen, xhus were made possible De-
bussy, xu.vel, j'ir.dy, iju^as
,
Schmitt, Chausson, ivop^rtz and
(1)
Millaud.
Koone but Franck, by the very nature of his personality,
goodness und otherworldliness t could have ?et himself, and
attained, such a goal. He initiated a renaissance of musical
culture, nis music was his whole life. He had no dissipations-
his *ork was his joy - his endurance as a worker unbelievable,
nis pupils never bored him. Yet with all his kindliness, he
was spirited and energetic. His spirit hovered in lofty re-
gions; it was never stifled by the endlessness of his rou---
tine duties.
Franek's art is timeless, xhis is one secret of his
greatness, For til that, he lived in a rather fortunate era.
(i) P. ^osenfeld - 'Musical Portraits" - "C4s^r Franck"
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^is seed? had been v. ell sown, and .vere ready to reap when
the defeat of France in the .<ar of 1870 brought the whole
country to a realisation of the seriousness of life, and
gave new impetus to creative power. Franck needed no such
awakening, but his contemporaries did. It brought him pupils
ready to appreciate his genius, and ready to develop their
own.
How did Franck make his music contemplative and satis-
fying, rather than ecstatic and sentimental? 1'here lies the
supreme artistry of the man. His constant improvising at the
organ developed a feeling for chromaticism in a search for
smoothness, It skill in polyphony, fugue and canon equaled
only by Bach. For twenty years Franck wrote church and organ
music exclusively. He was the first composer to, use blocks
of tone, moving them up and down bodily. He uses successive
perfect fifths, suspensions eventually resolving to perfect
chords, octaves, pevenths unresolved, ninths. He uses small
motifs repeated many times, His melodies often hover around
ona ncte, proceeding from it in ever widening leaps. He has
a fondness for keys with many sharps, frequent modulations,
much chromaticism. Franck had a gift of melodic invention,
a flexibility to play with the devices of imitation and
canon, and a feeling and judgment of form, for using them.
Franck r s taste in form was classical. Ee considered
form not an end in itself but rather only the outer cover-

ing of an idee. Ee proceeded directly from Beethoven f s
later works, in >vhich Beethoven useifc a reiteration of pre-
vious th.eT.ef at the finish of a work. Franck thus devel-
oped the "cyclic form", a new discovery in symphonic music,
xhis form gave him a perfect setting for the expression
of his ideas. In it he first presents his themes in their
simplest guise; they recur again and again in ever differ-
ent forms until they become the generators or the entire
development. By means of their return, and through their
trans formation? they lend a work its unity of character
(1)
and tr.ou.ght. jfranck lirst experimented with this form in
his early irios of 1840-41. x'he idea was entirely new at
the time.
ihe cyclic form gives inumerable opportunities for
originality and modulation. It gave impetus to new tonal
combinations which were carried forward by Debussy and
^avel. Aavel used the cyclic form in "Daphnis and Chios"
U)
and in "L'iieure Espagnole"*
Franc* reminds us cf Bach in the wonderful ease with
which he employs polyphonic methods, yet he is the most
modern of the moderns in the boldness of his modulations,
(1) Ibid, ^.iersot - Musical quarterly - 19£3
(£) Andre Schaeffner - "Sur ^uel^ues caracteresjie l'influence
franckiste" - .uevue LIusicale - December 1, 19 ££ - L*o. £•
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(1)
and in the chromatic nature of his music. Eis music has
no vigorous rhythm, rather is it songful. It has depth and
richness, rather than brilliance and movement. His art was
essentially spiritual, there is light rather than color in
his music.
Franck's music is thus extremely individual. Even his
own brilliant pupils did not copy it. without his soul and
spirit they could not. It was too intimately a revelation
of the man himself. Yet it was a constant inspiration to
them. It stimulated an enormous ilow of creative activity,
a great searching into the best the past had to offer.
Cesar Franck's son George; very much resented his fath-
er's being classed only as a Christian mystic. He consider-
ed him extremely versatile in his types of composition, and
said he could have expressed himself in any type of nusic
he chose. It was simpfcy that he chose religious music.
x'his was certainly true. Xhe scriptures attracted him-
^rticularly hosts of angels, kindly, comforting ones, hov-
ering over children and the worthy. All of Frances choral
works have Bible settings, x'here are a great number of these-
greatest of which is "xhe Beatitudes". It is generally con-
ceded, however, that Franck's best writing was for instru-
fl) A. Hervey - "Cesar Franck and His Followers" Chapter ill
French Liusic in the aIA th Century.
4f
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ment rather than for voice. His choral worts are for the
most part too lengthy, too undramatic , too lacking in var-
iety, to have ji.e _tpeal necessary to the successful per-
formance of such works.
From these comments, it is obvious that j'ranck's music
is devoid of popular appeal. It is too serious, too profound,
too devotional, too intellectual, too religious and spiri-
tual for this. It is also obvious thtit, for the same reasons,
it fills a most necessary and rare place in the erts of man.
It provides a beautiful meditation for the lone organist,
practicing, or seeking to rest and inspire his listeners.
It serves as a sincere prayer for those who cennot so express
themselves in words. "In Franck's mnsic we cet Christ's
(1)
speech itself, unadorned, and in all its living force."
(1) a. ^clland - "x'he Awakening: a sketch of the Musical
Movement in iraris since 1870. Musicians of ioday.
r t
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Chapter III
Habits of .York.
Franck was exceedingly fortunate in having the rare
type of mind which can think in other terms than what is
going cn at the moment, .ihile he was giving lessons, he
might be struck with some new musical idea, some new har-
mony. If so, he would excuse himself for a moment to write
it down. He was capable of receiving inspiration from poor
renditions of the most inferior works. He even deliberately
excited himself by pounding the piano in a most unmusical
way. At these times his mind was seeking new harmonic com-
binations, and he was not really hearing his playing. This
habit greatly distressed his more sensitive pupils. One
wonders if tnis was one of the reasons he did not care for
the career of concert pianist. In actual performance, Franck f s
standards do not seem to have been high enough. Of course,
as has already been stated, the musical taste in Paris,
which indicates all of France, was at a very low ebb. How-
ever, in :is later life when franck was preparing perfor-
mances of his own works, he never seemed to realise the
neceseity for adequate preparation, nor to have insisted
upon exacting renditions o:.' the work at hattd. Here again,
his pupils were more distressed than he, because they better
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realised the effect on the public such performances would
have.
It was doubtless France's type of mind which tolerated
this discrepancy. In his *wn ear, he heard what he knew was
there, in its own sublime perfection, Frances taste seems
to have had a gradual upward development. Even his early
devcut church music is interspersed with "banal and theatri-
(1)
ci.1 .events". - I»amely the "Mass for xhree Voices".
It might be well to note here that periods in religion
and religious music change also. In the 17th century they
were pompous, in the 18th frivolous, and in the latter part
of the same century even bourgeois and without dignity. Of
course the whole Protectant movement came as an outgrowth
of the decadence in the Catholic Church. ,*ith few exceptions
the Catholic Church has not inspired as lofty vocal composi-
tions as the Protestant . perhaps this is because the Protes-
tant is more personal and individual, the Catholic more im-
personal and formal, xhen too the spaces for it in the ser-
vice ^re short, dependent somewhat upon the activities of
the priest. Also, it is necessary to consider audiences in
the choice of church music. .Vhatever the reason, it is cer-
tain that with the exception of two very lovely numbers,
"psalm 150" and "Panis Angelicus" iranck vrote little vocal
music for church performance.
(1) H. Grace - "Cesar Francis" - Grove's dictionary
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A great change occured with the publication of Frances
"Six rieces for Organ" in 186 £. It was the beginning of a
new era in the composition of organ music, and the long
buried tradition of fine French organ music started by Cler-
ambault and Gouperin was carried forward* Franck had at last
retched his true medium of expression; he was then forty,
All the works by which he is known tod^y were written after
this date* Lis development as a composer was slow, but pro-
found. He composed until the day of his death with ever in-
creasing ardor.
Jranck was ~lso fortunate in beittg able to take up his
work at the place where he left off, without having to "get
into" it again, i'his mental ability undoubtedly enabled him
to do such a tremendous amount of work in one life-time,
since all the main hours of his day were taken up with teach-
ing and the church. In the first few hours of his day, be-
fore anyone else /.as up, he did all his creative work.
Franck studied other great masters. He studied French
16th century composers, Monsigny, Gluck, Ulehul- also Bach,
Beethoven, ochubert, Brahms, .<agner, t.s he gained tremen-
dously in popularity, and Schumann. Although nugner and
Frallftk were both experimenting with excessive Ohromaticism,
they each developed their own style. Franck's use of the
cyclic form is not like nagner's use of the leit-motif.
Franck with his delicacy and gr$ce actually saved French
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composition from being engulfed by the vogue for Wagner's
immensity and heaviness.
According to the devoted L'Indy, Franck was a iittie
man, with clothes which never fit him, inevitably in a hur-
ry. He had a very kindly face which radiated his inner spir-
it, and never showed irritation. He had huge hands which
led him to .rite some organ music which can not be played
by the average person because it requires long stretches,
ana the pitying of two manuals at one time with the same
hand. Lis whole spirit radiated love. Love of his family,
of his art, of his pupils, and of perpetuating that love
of art through his pupils, ^nd above all, love of God and
all humanity. He always pursued nis own artistic ends com-
pletely unaware of the opinions of the other professors at
the Conservatoire , .vho were extremely jealous of hin, and
who even stooped to withholding prizes from Tranck's pupils.
He attracted all the gifted pupils to his classes. It *vas
through his great teaching that he e::erted his greatest in-
fluence, and started a whole symphonic school of composition
in Trance* to her everlasting glory. ~s Kr. finest Newman
wrote in 1910: This gentle, humble and retiring man was the
biggest force in Trench music of the latter half of the 19th
century, and has given it, by his own work and through bis
pupils, an influence so fecund that its vigour is still un-
diminished. 11

Chapter IY
Cesar Franck - ihe teacher
Franck devoted so much of himself to his pupils and
his teaching that his pupils became known as his "Disciples"*
Ihis very word "Disciple" reveals much in the conception of
,rFather Franck". It suggests spirituality - an admiration
almost to the point of worship on the part of his follow-
ers - a trust or mission which they must hand down to poster-
ity. Indeed this was so. xhis very nucleus of pupils actually
accomplished their mission even to the point of starting a
new school. D'lndy and Bordes (two of Tranck's pupils) to-
gether with Alexander Guilmant , founded the Schola Cantorum
in 1396, which keeps alive the memory and teaching of Franck.
It also performs a valuable service in .publishing fine edit-
ions old works, new music both vocal and instrumental for
il)
liturgical use#
As we have seen, Franck spent the greater part of every
day of hit adult life - some fifty years - teaching. It was
in this capacity that he exerted his greatest influence.
At first many of his pupils Aere frivolous society girls
who had little real interest in music, but by Ihe very qual-
ity and sincerity of his work he gradually drew unto himself
( 1) One hesitates to write in the present tense, now that
£ ranee is so completely crushed under Eazi Germany. Nor can we
say whether the institutions here spoken of exist or not % or
^ f n gypr h a ravivafl in ^ now hrnktm gnri Rtprvlng country *
t
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the promising young musicians in Paris.
Although iit the Conservatoire he was iisted as Prof-
essor of Oigan, his classes came to be the real composition
classes of that institution, iiis "organ" lessons included
a thorough study of all music. Ee advised a study of the
works of the music masters of all time in a day when that
was not the accepted thing in teaching, t±nd when copies of
their ..orks were not readily available. He invited his pupils
to his organ loft at ot. Clotilde where he improvised for
hours, for their benefit, i^hese were rare times .\hich they
never forgot. He invited them informally to his home at least
one evening each ..eek, to play their compositions to each
(1)
~
other, to the mutual benefit of ail.
(1) I should like to ^uote from a letter to me from Mr. d»
Huntington <»oo&oan, the American composer, who is now 8£
years of age. His letter was written June 3, 19^3.
"Fifty-five years ago this summer I ht.d the privilege
of spending nearly four months under the instruction of Cesar
Franck - an experience th&t is engraved on my memory. I had
three lessons each week in theory and improvising at his resi-
dence in the Latin quarter. His house (or apartment) ran back
from the street and faced the south and w^s always cheerful
and bright; which perhaps accounted for his sunny disposition,
even .with a young American with an imperfect knowledge of the
French language but always earnest &nd attentive*
"My composition studies (principally counterpoint and
fugue writing) were very interesting to me Before we
finished our summer work, he invited me to play the postlude
at a vesper service in "St. Clotilde" which I did, but there
to hangs a tale - **s soon as I began to play, Franck stood
up «/nere he was in full view of everyone in the church,
M if saying "I am not playing this postlude.1 !K>n ! t shootJI"
• My association .vith Franck was the highlight of my mus-
ical life. I never heard from him and he died within a year
after my music study - Ee was a lovable man &nd a great musi-
cian." ...... ( signed ) U$ Huntington woodman
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He was thorough, master of the art of teaching, and thor-
ough raster of the art he taught, a rare and perfect combi-
nation. He knew that ail intellects ae not on one level,
that each pupil must be treated individually to stimulate
his best efforts. He had endle&s patience. He never criti-
cised without making a constructive suggestion. He gave each
individual his entire attention, would listen carefully to
a bit of work, and then say, "I like it" or rTI do not like
it" and proceed to tell why* He encouraged his pupils to
wori a ell rather than much, i'his encouraged intellectual
rather than mechanical work.
xheee practices were completely Franck's own. He was
thus envied and completely misunderstood by the other teach-
ers of his day*
Jranck f s pupils included oamuel ^ousseau, assistant
ci.oir-master of his at ot. Clotilde; Gabriel iierne, who
followed rim as organist there; Anguste Chapnis, whose efforts
helped to popularise good rmric among the masses; H. Dallier;
A. Dutacq.; Georges Marty, the young and daring conductor of
the old societe des Concerts; Galeotti; G. Saint-Hene-Taill-
snaier, uxiaries xournemire, Jtaui vxasii, one cxever conaucuor
of grand opera; Arthur Co^uard; Albert Cahen; Charles Bordes,
Ernest Chausson, and Alexis de Castillon (the three who died
very young); lfcnmanuel Charbrier; Vincent D'Indy; Henri Duparc
and iierre de Lreville, whose claim to fame re?ts on their
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songs; Alberic Mafnard; Guy ^opartz; Camille Benoit; Augusta
Holmes; Lekeu; and xtousseau. France was the very root of the
whole French symphonic school which flowered to such brilli-
ance in the late ^IAth and early «*JLth centuries*
St was a friend of the performers Paul Brand, Armand
Parent, and the violinist Ysaye, and also of Alexander Bull*
mant, Paul i/ukas and Gabriel Faurl.
.•hen one considers the varied expressions of genius
in this imposing group, one is all the more amazed at the
teaching and inspiration which could bring out the individ-
uality of each pupil, as Fr&nck obviously did. Of this group
was Viscount Vincent D'Indy whose biography helped the world
to understand and appreciate Frtnck. 3ome of the others wrote
also, paying tribute to "Father Franclc". xvosa Uewmarch T s
translation of the biography into English helped to spread
the word to the 2ngli?h-speaimg countries, and the aversion
there to German music and composers during the first «»orld
.<ar from 1914 - 1918 gave an incentive to musicians and
public to become better acquainted with French music and
its composers-
Franck's wonderful attitude of love toward his fellow-
man did much to inspire th<_t Love toward him, at least on
the part of his pupils. It must be noted, however, that
Frtnck himself also greatly benefited by the inspiration he.
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in turn, received from his pupils. He was fired tc his best
creative efforts, having worked the better part of thirty
years alone, xhey urged him to arrange performances of his
works, gave him favorable publicity, and urged him to pub-
lish his cocposi tions. Ihey were responsible for raising
the monument to him after his death.
Ihe Societe Rationale was founded in 1870 by M« Camille
oaint-saens and ^omaine isussine, irofessor of singing at the
Conservatoire. Cesar Franck, Srnest Guiraud, Massenet, Garcin,
and Gabriel jfaure, Henri Imparc , xheodore loibois, and 'raff~
anel joined in Tebruary 1871. ihe statutes for the institu-
tion were drawn up by the brilliant Alexis de Castillon.
Ihe first concert was "ov. £f , 1871 in the Salle pleyel, and
the first work played was trio of Cesar Franck. Nearly all
of Franck 1 s works received first performances there*
From 1881 on, the influence of Franck and his pupils
was more and more felt. Saint-Saena began to lose interest,
and became crotchety and disagreeable. Franck became true
president about 1886, though he refused the title, and in
1890 Vincent Ir'Indy took his place.
A pupil of Franck, M. kenry Expert laid the foundation
for the 3oci4te J. 3. Bach in order to spread knowledge of
ancient music written between the 12th and 18th centuries.
In 1882 he began his admirable works on Musical History.
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xhe Society never got farther than elaborate plans, but its
aims were realized later by Charles Bordes who founded the
Association des Charteurs de Saint-Servais in 1992 which
revived the art of old musicians. It was popular and success-
ful, and a good counterpart to the vogue of ..agner in .taris.
In 189 4 the ochola Cantorum was founded by Charles
Bordes, Alexander Ouilmant, and Vincent D'Indy, who became
president in 1900. This organization was to perpetuate the
teaching and memory of Jranck. A publishing house and mag-
azine were also connected with the school*
About 169-3 Hllfl tegen to invade the Sorbonne and uni-
versities. Before that time, music criticism had been only
literary, not founded upon technical precision nor histori-
cal knowledge, oince then music education has broadened im-
mea»urably. a- here has been a feverish flow of creative activ-
ity, many performances, real education of the general public,
and a taking of the best out of the past % with emphasis on
the French tradition, ihere has also been the broadening in-
fluence of felk-song, church and instrumental music, and
music of all cultures • All this gre^v out of the seeds sown
(1)
by rranck, Berlioz, and possibly iiebussy.
(1) Ibid. Schaeffner - *vevue Musicals - !•« £• -Dec. 1, 19££o
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Chapter V
A List cf Cesar Franck T s Compositions*
Although, it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss
the creative output of Franck, it is only fair to list brief-
ly his most important works. As has already been shown, his
style of composition, and the cyclic form were partly a re-
sult of his many hcurs spent in improvising at the organ.
His .vorks also bet.r other testimony to this practice. An ab-
sence of vigorous rhythm (not easily possible at the organ)
,
excessive chromaticism, a meditative and mystical quality,
lack of dramatic force, resting places in the texture and
fabric such as would be allowed in an organ piece for chang-
ing stops; all these traits appeared in his other works as
a direct carry-over from his work: at the organ* io it also
he owed his high skill of polyphony, canon, and fugue, and
the atmosphere of other-worldliness always present.
In his piano works we see the organ reflected. For ex-
ample, in the bass melody (like an organ pedal part) in the
irelu^e, Aria, and Finale? and in the high choral played by
the left hand crossing over the right in his"j?relude
,
Chorale,
and Fugue
Franck'8 very early piano works were all in one form
no manner what the name - Sclogue, Ballade, Caprice, or fan-
tasia. All contained an allegro enclosed between two state-
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ments of the same theme, sometimes a brief introduction,
and no modulation. His earliest pieces were -
Variations trillantes - sur l'air du pre aux Clercs"
(aged 11% years)
"preniere Grande donate" - for piano - dedicated to
Joseph Franck by his brother aged 13.
"Deux Melodies ^our piano"
"A Felicite" - tC his fiancee
Vincent D'Indy, in his biography of Franck, divides
his creative work into three periods as follows:
First x-eriod (1841 - 1358) including piano music, voc^l
music, the 4 Trios, and "ituth"
Second period (1856 - 187£) including sacred music, or-
gan music and "redemption"
xhird Period (187£ - 1890) including his orchestral com-
positions and "The Beatitudes"
„ ir- 1, x ~- - - 1841 - 1858
1641 "Trcis trios concertans" for piano, violin, and 'cello.
1st trio in f#
End trio in 3 flat (trio de salon)
ic-.c 3rd trio in B
184c %uatrieme trio concertant for piano, violin and 'cello
16<*£ "Eclogue" ( Hirt engedicrt
)
18<s.£ !rivuo" for four hands on "God save the j£ing" for piano
16^3 "Grand caprice" for piano
1643 "Andante quietoso" for piano and violin
18^3 "Souvenir d'Aix - la - Chape lie" for piano
1844 "^uatre melodies de Schubert" transcribed for piano
1844 "Ballade" for piano
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1844 "Premiere fantaisie cur Gulistan", de Lalayrae for pianc
1845 'Tantaisie pour pianc" on two polish airs
1846 "Duo a quatre mains" for piano, on Gr4try T s "Lucille"
toward lt^f "Le oermon srr la rcntagne" symphony
(i?he Beatitudes)
1643-^6 "xiuth" Biblical eclogue in three parts for soli*
chorus and orchestra
1846 "L'ange et V enfant" (xveboul) melody
1851-5£ "Le valet de ferine" comic opera in three acts
185£ "Les trois exiles" national song for baritone and bass
second x eriod 1858 - 1S7£
1S53 "Messe solennelle" for baas solo and organ
1658 "Andantino" for organ
1858 "0 Saluturis" duet for soprano and tenor
1858 "Prcis motets"
1659 stroll antiennes" for grand organ
1859 "Le Garde d'honneur" hymn (nine verses)
1860 "Messe 4 trois vcix" for soprano, tenor, and bass, with
organ, h^rp, 'cello and double-bass accompaniment
19*C-*£ "Six pieces pour grand orgue"
1. i?antaisie in C
£• Grande Piece SymphoniQue
3. prelude, fugue, et variation
4. Pastorale
5. iriere
6. Final
<(
r
T
t t f
!
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186 £ "^tiasi marcia" for harmonium
166 3 "Ave Llaria" for soprano, tenor, and bass
1363 "<x4 petit es pieces" for organ or harmonium
(Posthumous pieces)
1865 "La tour de Babel" short oratorio for soli, chorus,
and orchestra (unpublished)
1S70 "Paris" patriotic sons for tenor with orchestra
(unpublished)
1871 "I'rcia offertcires"
1871 ,TLe Marriage des roses" (E. David) melody
187£ "Panis angelicus" for tenor, organ, harp, 'cello and
double-bass
1871 "redemption" symphonic poem for soprano solo, chorus,
and orchestra
1874 second version with chorus for men added
ilhird Period 187£ - ie90
1S76 "Les Bolides" symphonic poem for orchestra
1678 TL'rois pieces pour grand orgue"
1. Fantasia in A
£• Cantabile
3. Piece heroique
1978-79 "Quintet in F minor for piano, two violins, viola,
and • cello
1669-79 "Les Beatitudes" oratorio for solo voices, chorus,
and orchestra, in eight parts and a prologue
1881 "itececea" Biblical scene for soli, chorus, and
orchestra
188£ "Le Chacseur maudit" symphonic poem for orchestra
1384 "Les Djinne" symphonic poem for piano and orchestra
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18S4 "prelude, choral, et fugue" for piano
188E-55 "Hulda" opera in four acts and an epilogue, on a
Scandanavian subject
1685 "Variations symphoni^ues" for piano and orchestra
1886 "Senate" for piano and violin
1886-87 "Prelude, uria, et final" for piano
1987-53 "Psyche" symphonic poem for orchestra and chorus
1888 "Psaume CL" for chorus, orchestra, und organ
1888 "Six duos" pc=.rt-songs for equal voices
1866-88 "Symphony in D minor for orchestra
1889 "Andar.tino" for grand organ
1669 "Quartet in i) major" for two violins, viola, and 'cello
1838-90 "Ghisele" lyrical drama in four acts
1889-90 "L'Organiste" fifty-nine pieces for harmonium
1690 wUrois chorals" for grand organ
i. In E
£. In B minor
5i In A minor
Ihe three chorals .-ere actually finished on France's
death ted. iwo other great men spoke their"lust words"
through the organ -Bach, in his "Before i'hy Throne I Come",
and Brahms, in his "Eleven Choral preludes"*
Although Franck wrote only one symphony, this one is
certainly one of the world's masterpieces in this form. He
wrote it in 1888, -t the age of 66, after a lifetime devoted
rC
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to composition. Into it he poured his whole soul, and all
the resources of his immense technique. It retains all the
characteristics of Francis's style, employs the richness and
majesty and beautiful texture of the cyclic form, and shows
a great genius at his "best.
It is interesting to note that Franck, for all his re-
tiring personality and lack of worldly ambition, as we are
accustomed to think of it, did achieve considerable notice
in his quiet way. He knew practically all of the intelligent
musicians of his day; invited many of them to hear his works;
occupied a chair of importance at the Conservatoire; and was
early invited to join the founding of the new school, The
Societe National.
In his busy, self-disciplined life, he surely had no
time for, tnd probably no interest in social life, nor in
the ti^e which can be wasted in making contacts, and in the
conforming of ideas which would have been necessary if he
had tried to fit more intimately into the musical life of
Paris in his day. As it was, he ^us certainly in the midst
of important trends, in fact, the very source of them.
x'he years have shown his time well spent. Kis fine
teaching is to his eternal glory; his pupils were spurred to
their best efforts, and have brought just renown to their
teacher ard country. Had Franck turned them away, and put his
time into furthering his own public acdaim, we might have
(« t
c
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lost part of this vast creative tide; some of the newer in-
stitutions mi^ht Luve "been left unfounded, and the progress
of music in France in the 19th century slowed in mid-stream.
(c
9ft
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xart II
Ce?„r Franck's Fugues Vocales
•
Cluster I
I'he Manuscript Itself.
ihe, Boston Public Library is fortunate in having in
its Allen A. Brown music collection an original autographed
manuscript of Cesar jfranck of unusual length and importance.
It is a volume of exercises titled "Fugues Vocales". This
volume is large, 10 3/4" x 13 l/£", and is composed of 3££
pages of heavy cream-colored symphony manuscript paper,
bound in a modern red cloth library book binding. A number
of blank white pages were added to the original manuscript,
both at the beginning, and at the end. ihe first page con-
tains a 1/4" border frame of 4 lines, one inside the other,
two of which are very close together, about l/l6" apart,
done by hand, in ink. Although this was obviously intended
to be the title page of the manuscript, it has been left
blank. At the very top of this ^age, and outside its border,
is written in pencil, in Zranck's handwriting, the letters-
i,nre£. l»To. ££- with Frances own paraphe (flourish) under
it. jjhis may have been the number in his own catalogue of
his works. Beginning on the next page which is numbered 3,
the vocal fugues start. i!he first is in two parts, and as
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the pages ^rogres? erercises appear in „s many as seven
and eight parts. A complete t-i. tc.logue will appear later in
this thesis- in part U*» Chapter II- page 49.
ihe fugues are neatly written in ink, with the number
of p-rts and tne name of the composer of the subject clearly
stated at the top of each* For example:
"Fugue Vocale £ £ parties"
"Svjet de Lenthard"
"Fugue Vocale & six parties"
"Sujet de Mr* Leborne"
ihe handwriting is beautiful, flourishing script, almost
the experimenting in a romantic tiand of an artistic boy of
fifteen* Ihe signature is very decorative, including Frances
middle name August e which he dropped later in life, in his
signatures* x'he following signature is my copy of the one
on page 55 of the "Ifugues Vocales"*
In almost every case the signature is accompanied by his
(1)
characteristic part-phe * XbJLl is a curl of interwoven
curved lines with a sharp in the center* It also often ap-
pears beneath the 'Tine" or French "Tin" at the close of an
exercise*
(1) Hhe signature of Cherubini, head of the Paris Conserva-
toire while Franck was a student there is also accompan-
ied by a paraphe* It was the custom of the day* Page**46»
((
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(1)
If we compare this signature with that of the mature nan
we will find that although the whole character of the writ-
ing has changed, there is still a certain resemblance in the
capital letters*
x'he music notation is clear, concise, and free of de-
coration. Many pencil notes and lines may be seen, showing
that the work was done first in pencil, changed some, or cor-
rected, and then gone over in ink. jN;e discarded notes are
often visible in light pencil- In two instances in the same
fugue (page 40) a new staff has been pasted over the original
to permit adequate correction. Often, at the end of a fugue,
a number appears, sometimes in pencil, sometimes gone over
in ink. i'hie number notes the number of measures in the pro-
ceeding fugue, rhe fugues are beautifully spaced on the page,
so that the music completely fills each page, x'his was done
by carefully noting the number of measures, and spacing them
accordingly. Since irranck was so very systematic, in even
the smallest detail, this was not too tedious for his atten-
tion.
Fruick uses 4 different clefs; soprano, alto, tenor,
and bcss. i'he G clef does not appear.
x'here are seventy-si* fugues in the volume continu-
(1) I ignature about 1888 copied from "Famous Composers and
their works." H.b. L» BO
4
1. 116 fage 36.
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ing through 309 pages* ihe pages from 310 to 3££ are num-
bered, and of the same paper, but no work appears on thenu
In some cases the French word "vu" (seen) appears at the
end of a fugue, sorr.e times with a date, as if the fugue had
been submitted to the professor and corrected©
On page 10£ there is a pencil reference to a "cahier",
(French for "notebook") • Close inspection shows that from
page 183 on there are light pencil references to the begin-
nings and endings of "cahiers". One cahier is £4 pages long.
A list of these pencil notes follows:
Page 183 - "Sth cahier"
,T £06 - "fin du 8 cahier"
9 £30 - "fin du 9 cul.ier"
£31 - "10 - cahier"
" £55 - "lie livre de Fugues"
" £79 - "1£ - Livres de Fugues"
5 30£ - "fin de 1£ cahier"
i?here are two examination and three competition fugues
contained in the book, xhese bear dates and will be discussed
fully l^ter in this thesis.
This volume "Fugues Vocaies" was presented to the libr-
ary on October 1, 19 1£ by Allen A. Brown. Mr. Brown was a
cultured Bostonisn, educated at Harvard, who very early be-
came interested in musical works. He began his music works
collection even while a student. After college he entered
business, and upon his father's death took over the firm of
c
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J.jji. and K. Brown. Ee left this four years later to become
the confidential secretary to otanton Blake*
Kr. Brown was a singer, and connected with the Apollo
Club and the Foster Parker and Chickering Clubs which pre-
ceeded it. He was secretary and librarian for these organ-
isations, and did an enormous amount of work in arranging,
(1)
copying, and translating material for their use. Ee made
frequent trips to Europe, and there searched second hand
shops for additions to his own library. At first he had no
competitors, cut when the British Museum authorities heard
. urc ha s e s
of hibfl prices soared. Ee never paid exorbitant prices, nor
bid against others for his collection. Ee always had the
works bound with blank pages added so that he might have
room to add clippings, pictures, press notices, or other
related material. In tbe case of our Franck volume nothing
has been pasted in.
In 1894 upon completion of the present library build-
ing in Copley Square, he presented the collection of 13,135
volumes for public use. Eis conditions were that the books
could be used only in the room where they are kept; a cata-
logue of the works was to be issued by the trustees of the
library; c.nd that he, Mr. Brown was to have access to the
(I) See Barbara Duncan - ri'he Bulletin of the Boston public
Library April - June 19££ No. £.
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collection at all times and could make any additions to it
that he wished. Still he did at the rate of about 300 volumes
a year. Ee never married , and gave his entire energy to this
effort, giving his contribution to the public while he lived
to see it appreciated by them*
In a letter to me dated June 9, 19*x3, Miss Barbara Dun-
can (formerly head of the music room of the Boston Public
Library) has this to say about the "Fugues Vocales". —
"I cannot give you much information about the Cesar
Franck holograph, I am sorry to say. Mr» Brown told
me that it was brought to him at his hotel in Paris
by a man who sold it to him and was loathe to give
any information about himself or how the manuscript
ctcie into his possession."
(Signed) Barbara Duncan
Although the"Fugues Vocales" were presented in October 1,
19 i£i there is evidence that Mr. Brown purchase* them much
e^rxier. Vincent D*Indy mentions the book as being in a
library in Boston, U.S.A. in his book "Cesar Franck "publish-
ed in 1907 on page 9£. Just how the volume escaped to public
sale is not known.
Julien iiersot, librarian at the Conservatoire from
1883 - 19 £0, who had studied with Franck, planned to write
a tribute to hie teacher in collaboration with Franck' s son
14. GeorgeFranck. xhc lattc r u -rcfessor of philosophy,
and his death in 1910 made the complete work impossible.
However, Tiersot was permitted to see and to study the early
pr
X
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manuscripts kept among the papers of the family, and has dis-
cussed them in his article "Les Ceuvres Inedites de Cesar
Franck" (i'he unpublished works of Cesar Franck) - xvevue Mus-
ical, December 1, 19 ££ - !o« £. Ill* following material is a
translation of the most pertinent paragraphs in this article.
"ihere are three other collections of Franck' s student
exercises. One owned by a[. Victor Balbreck, and two from the
Malherbe bequest in the library of the Conservatoire.
"I'he first is a large volume containing the transcrip-
tion of harmony and counterpoint lessons written by Prenck
in the course of two distinct periods in his scholastic life,
x'hie is the one owned by I£. Balbreck.
"ihe second combines in several notebooks of different
forms the harmony and counterpoint exercises done by Franck
under the direction of ^eicha. x'his one belongs to the Con-
servatoire library.
"The third is a collection of fugue* presented at the
examinations and competitions of the Conservatory of raris.
It has remained among the papers of the family.
"Finally, the fugue which won for Cesar Franck the first
prize at his last competition has been especially kept at the
library of the conservatory.
"i'he first of these documents shows us a typical testi-
mony of the application of Franck to his work, of his method,
his neatness, and his aptitude for work. It is a fine copy,
t(
» f
r
4£.
first, of the harmony exercises which he wrote from the end
of 1833 to the beginning of 1835, then of those of counter-
joint from 1S57 on. I'he £38 pages of this volume are not
simple, rapid notations, such as most scholars would make in
an effort to hurry through a dry task: they are written it
seems with devotion! 'i?he notebook: is not a collection of
rusic paper bought all prepared at a dealer's* It is a big
register of oblong form of very heaTy white paper, on the
pages of which the composer himself has drawn his staves
with rulers xhe writing is careful, the notes well form-
ed ihere is a oneness of perfection about the whole
work. At the bottom of the titles, where is written in large
letters of model writing the name Cesar-Auguste Franck, is
designed a flourish with rounded interwoven lines, in the
midst of the curls of which appears a sharp. The author kept
this in his signature until about his £5th year. All this
makes a very fire appearance. As we have already ss.id Cesar
Franck treated his manuscripts uq master craftsmen loved to
present their masterpieces, ornamenting them with ribbons
and flowers.
"This manuscript shows that it has been corrected
xhe professor has passed it. iz would have been even more
interesting if vt could have «een the harmony studies in the
first state with their hesitations and faults, but it does
show the aptitude of the pupil, and the excellence of the
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discipline to which, he was subjected. Jranck began the study
cf harmony December £, 1S33 under Laussoigne at the iioyal.Con
servatory of Music at Liege. Many dates appear until the note
((Fin du cours d'harmnoie. Liege le Z9 janvier 1835*)) The
next date is October 4« 1837. rhe intervening work is account-
ed for Lb the s eccnd book, and the dates fit in* In it appears
the note [(Via du travail avec K» ^ntoine A\eicha, professeur
au Conservatoire, decede rue du lilont Blanc Ko* 50, le £6 niai
1836. - Paris, ce £7 mai 1836 - Cesar-Augus te Frtnck (paraphe)|
On the back of the book is written ( ( iiarmcnie et Contrepoint
de Cesar-AU£uste French ?.vcc A. ^eicha - Paris le £4 juin
1835.)) This date is important for the biographer since it
was in this interval (between January and June 1835) that
Trmck, aged Lfi plus, moved to Paris to make his permanent
home. He made considerable progress that year, x'he month of
August he began double counterpoint; passed easily to ((canons
scientif i^ues) ) , studied responses to fugues, and went on to
free counterpoint. About October 4, 1835 he began to write
a few songs, and started the habit of using his vacations
to ((travailler pour lui)) "work for himself".
"There are no notebooks available from May 1836 until
October 1637, at which time he entered tne Paris ConservatoireJ.
"In a second part of the manuscript referred to above,
under Lauesoi$ne
,
beginning on page 97 is seen the title
( ( Centra-point Bimpli - commence au Conservatoire xioyal de
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ilusique et de Declamation & Paris le 4 octobre 1337 - Par
Ces*r -August e Franck, eleve de Monsieur Leborne (Paraphe).))
i'here follows in the next £00 pages (97 - £83) ail the exer-
cise* which constitute the training of a music writer. The
scholar of fifteen has omitted Dethilg, not otra&tesj eints of
all natures, nor canons in all degrees, by direct movement
and contrary movement, nor reverse imitations, nor counter-
points intended to be sung by turning the book: upside down,
nor double, triple, quadruple counterpoint, at the ninth,
tenth, eleventh, t.s far us the fifteenth etc* All this is
written with a facility which shows the musician to be com-
plete master of the given problem. Few pupils at the Conser-
vatoire co" id have gone this far in their studies, generally
considered too tedious, but think of the satisfaction which
would go with their completionl C£sar Franck benefited from
this work to the end of his career.
"At the tame time that he Ats doing this work, during
the school year 1837-38, the pupil of the Conservatoire
devoted himself to the composition of fugue, in which he
was not long surpassing cis teacher, iiis notebook of ((i'ugues
d'examen et de concours)) recopied with an accuracy which we
have seen equalled in the transcription of his exercises of
harmony and counterpoint, begins with a vocal fu^ue , in 4
parts, on a subject by Berton, presented at the examination
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(1)
December 1£, 1837. Ihat of the second examination, June 14*
1838 is in eirht parts, for two choirs, with 5 subjects in-
terchangefeble, of which the principle subject is by ueborne.
One month later, July ££, 1335, at his first competition,
(3)
France obtained third prize unanimously
"AS the competition of July £1, 1839, subject by cheru-
(4)
bini, Franck won second prize. • ••••
•Trtnclc obtained first prize unanimously July 19, 1840,
et the age of 17 £ years with a most remarkable fugue, it was
in four parts with three subjects, the principle one of which
was by Cherubini* lo the very dry and insignificant subject
given by the director, the prize pupil added two counter-
subjects of such lyric beauty, that they redoubled the inter-
est of the piece, and in their development form a truly mag-
nificent architecture of sound. .... .xhis fugue certainly
(1) Ihia fugue appears in our manuscript on page 59
•
( £) x'his fugue appears in our manuscript on page 1£7.
(3) ihis fugue appears in our manuscript on page 183. In this
competition Iiancla, the violinist, who was five years
older than Franck, won first prize* Mr, Boaz filler, a
member of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, lu.s in his coll-
ection a copy of the Dancla fugue theme, on a subject of
Cherubini. '2he copy I have made of this manuscript appears
on the following page t page 46.
(4) ihis fugue is not included in, our manuscript. However,
a fugue dated idarch 5, 1639, also on a subject by Cheru-
bini, appears on page 191* x'his fugue has a note at the
top stating that it is for a competition, but is not men-
tioned in the ^iersot article being quoted>hera«
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merits a transcription to the keyboard, to be played in the
same manner as the fugues of Bach. . • i • .i'he library of the
Conservatoire keeps the examinations which have won prizes,
and the one there is written in the same handwriting as these
others of the same period* I'his writing does not much re-
semble the writina of Franck in i:is last twenty years. Under
(1)
his signature is the p^raphe vith the sharp.
"One other example is interesting also. Among, the papers
of the family, where are kept the competition fugues, there
is a separate notebook, written in a particularly fine hand,
&nd dedica^* {(A ulademoiselle F. Lesmousseaux - Cesar-
Auguste Franck)). she became his wife eight years later."
This paragraph completes the quotation from the article
by J. Tiersot.
Since the manuscript "Fugues Vocales", in the possess-
ion of the Boston Public Library contains all the details
identical with the manuscripts of the same period discussed
above; namely, the handwriting, the signature with the par-
aphe, the neatness and detuil in presentation of material,
the identical fugues of the examinations and competitions,
(1) i'his fugue does not appear in our manuscript.
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and the competition fugue with the same subject as that of
the same date by Lancia, there can be no doubt as to the
authenticity of the Cesar Franck manuscript "Fugues 7ocales"»
c
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Chapter II
Complete Catalogue of "Fugues Vocales".
Page -3. First fugue.
:IFu°ue vocale A £ parties"
"Sujet de Leuthard" (1)
i'his fuQue is for alto and bass in £ minor. j?he first part
gives the subject to the alto with a real answer in the bass
.after a short episode the subject appears in the bass ans-
wered by the alto.
After a distinct cadence in B minor, the second part
oegins, modulating successively to 8 major, D major, C major,
with a cadence in B major ending the second part.
after 3 quarter rests the third part begins with a
stretto of the theme, followed by an extensive canon of 9
measures. A last stretto between the subject and its answer
closes this part, ending in a coda of 8 measures.
L SSt ' </" "107" measures.
(1) In this catalogue, the words in quotation marks will be
these in Frsnck T s handwriting copied directly from the
manuscript. In copying the fupue subjects, I have tried
to copy his handwriting.
Je~n .Daniel Leuthard, born in 1706, near uidolst^dt , was
a claveciniste and composer. Hf ./_s chamber musician to
Jbhe rrirce of iaidoietadt in 17-35.
J)
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rc.?e 4. decond fugue.
"Fugue vocale & £ parties"
"3ujet de jiameau" ( i)
x'his fugue is for soprano una bass in I) minor. In part I
the subject or ens in the bass, with a real answer in the
soprano, tOA a chromatically descending counter-subject, fol-
lowed by 7 measure episode.
iart II modulates briefly to 1 major, A. minor, and B fU|
with a chromatic treatment of both subjects extended to a
cadence in the dominant of 9 minor.
iart III is comprised of several strettos closing in
cadence in D minor, xhis fugue looks interesting and typi-
cal of Jranck.
"113" measures.
x&ge 6. ihird fugue.
"Fugue vocale I £ parties"
~"Sujet de Leuthard."
x'is fugue is for soprano and bass in A major, tart I
begins on the tonic in tr.e soprano, tonal answer. Closes
with cadence in Ww minor.
rart II modulates somewhat to I major, G major D major,
closing with cadence in B minor.
*art ill opens with stretto at £ measure intervals,
followed by stretto at i measure, then third stretto at ft
(1) Jean xhillipe nameau, U83-1^64, -vos a first rank theoris
org i.nin tu rnmr rnrr .
y^nnnm in tlnn npi nnno of nrrmony .
TI,
(
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measure intervals closing in a cadence in A major.
"98" measures.
5
3=3
Page 7. fourth fugue.
"Zugue vocale & £ parties"
"Sujet de Mattheson" (i)
ihis fugue is for soprano and bass in D minor. Part I
opens with subject in the soprano, real answer** seems to
modulate to 1 raajOB.
Second part modulates to B flat and 6 minor with cadence
in D minor.
Part III begins with a stretto , followed by another
stretto with subject inverted, modulates briefly to E major
and closes with third stretto in D minor.
"97" measures.
Page 8. Fifth fugue.
"f'ugue vocale a 3 parties"
"aujet de iweicha" ( £)
i'his fugue is for soprano, alto and bass in E flat ma^or»
Part I opens with subject in the soprano, with slightly un-
( 1) Johann Mattheson, 1651-1764, skilled singer, composer, or-*
ganist, scholar. Helped develope the church cantata. fftfl
first to introduce female singers in church.
( £) Anton ^eicha, 1770-13-36 , taught counterpoint and fugue at
Bqctqivi UNIVERSITY
COLLEbE CF LI3ERAL ARTS
LIBRARY

usual answer, being neither consistently real nor tonal.
Part II is rather loosely built bringing many episodes*
It aodulates mainly to G minor, Gminor, f major; closing with
an organ pedal point of 6 measures over B flat.
After a quarter rest .tart III with stretto at distance
of two measures, followed by a second stretto in three parts
at one measure, ihen comes a £ part stretto of the theme in-
verted over a B flat pedal point of 8 measures, finally the
theme in the bass is combined with its inversion in altoo
"16 5" measures.
x
lage 10. iixth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 3 parties"
"aujet de ^eicha"
i'his fugue is for soprano, tenor and bass, in C major,
i-trt I opens with subject in soprano, real answer in the bass
It modulates immediately to G major.
Part II employs somewhat chromatic variations, modulat-
ing to A miner, F major, and I) major proceeding to a stretto
with subject inverted and augmented in the tenor, against the
subject in the soprano, to a cadence in G.
lart III is made up of three strettos at £ measure and
1 measure intervals closing in a 5 measure pedal point over
C in bass.
"149" measures.
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jrt.ge 1£. Seventh fugue.
"Fugue vocale k 3 Parties"
"Sujet de iorpora" (1)
This fu£ue is for soprano, alto and bass, in B flat
major. lirt I ooens with subject in the soprano, tonal
answer in alto.
Part II begins in G minor, contains a series of episodes
modulates to £ flat and A flat major, closing in the domin-
ant) F •
1-art In e^n** with stretto in three parts, contains
a 3 part canon, a second stretto between soprano and alto
over bass pedal F lasting 7 measures, ihe subject appears
for the last time in bass extending to cadence in B flat.
"141" measures.
^
Vtu|Tff|t
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irage 15. Eighth fugue.
"lugue vocale & 3 parties"
"Sujet de Bach"
This fugue is for scprcno, alto, and bass, in Ii major.
( 1) Uiccolo Antonio Corpora, 1686-ivf7, composer, and a very
celebrated teacher of singing. Wrote florid arias.
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jcart I opens with the subject in the bass, real answer in
the soprano, ending in a cadence in A major.
Part II is made up of a series of episodes, with much
modulation, principally to £ major, Fir minor, 3 major, and
D major, xhe theme is augmented in the alto, against the
theme in the bass, closing with pedal point over A and
cadence in .i major.
part III begins with a stretto in 3 parts succeeded by
episodes to another pedal point on A for 7 measures* i'he
fugue closes with a canon between the three parts, and an
echo of the inverted theme in the alto ending in Largo chords
"115" me?. sures»
Chromatic figures such as the following, are uaed as
embellishments
•
J?age 17 4 Kinth fu^ue.
"i'u^ue vocale t 3 parties"
~"Sujet de Hgndel"
I'his fugue is for soprano, alto and bass, in 3 minor,
bubject opens in the btss , with, real answer in alto; mod-
ulates to jj major.
lart II contains a series of episodes modulating to
£ major and B minor among other keys to cadence in P#.
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After a quarter rest Part III begins a stretto at 3 measure
intervals, proceeding to another stretto between upper parts
over pedal Fjf in bass lasting 7 measures. I'heme appears for
the Last time in bass closing in an episode and £> major
cadence. A few accents ure indicated.
U . "156" measures*
3* 3 T|1JTj faffed
irage L0» 1'enth fugue.
"Fugue vocale ft 3 parties"
"Sujet de iberlin" (1)
fhii fugue is fcr soprano, alto and bass, in G minor,
tart I opens in the bass , with tonal answer in the alto.
ii.rt II begins immediately with a half rest preeeeding
the theme in the bass, modulating continuously to related
k:eys, with a series of episodes closing in an augmentation
of theme in the bass and cadence in D major.
After a complete rest of two beats a stretto in 3 parts
at the interval of 1 measure proceeds to a stretto of the £
upper parts over a bass pedal D. The fugue closes with the
subject in the bass, and cadence in G major.
"88" measures.
^> "Yu"
(1) Johann £rnst Sberlin, 170£-17€£ # court organist and emin-
ent composer of sacred music, mrote preludes, fugues, and
13 oratorios, iiis strict writing much prized by Mozarjki_
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Page ££. Eleventh fugue.
'Tugue vocale a 3 parties"
"Sujet de Bach"
ilhis fugue is for soprano, alto and bass, in D minor*
Part I is rather long with subject stated in soprano, tonal
answer in alto.
.tart II brines a series of inversions of the counter-
subject sometimes diminished or again inverted- each labeled
carefully. Some modulation to F and B flat .Subject is used
in augmentation in the alto, and an episode closes in A majors
Part III begins with stretto, followed by uses of the
counter-subject inverted, and inverted and diminished. An-
other stretto, a canon, and third stretto between soprano
and alto over bass pedal A, and last statement of the sub-
ject in the bass close the fugue in a cadence in E minor.
"9£" measures.
"Vu ,T
t
,>,;
4' r 1 i '
—rt^-
^
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Page £5. twelfth fugue.
,!iugue vocale a 4 parties; sujet de Mr. % e
J^
This fugue and all the others in four parts are for soprano,
alto, tenor and bass. Shit one is in S flat major. Subject
stated in the bass, answered in the tenor.
Both counter-" ub j ects have descending scale passages.
( 1) nenri iiontau Bert cn"l7C7-I&5^~vTo iinist and professor
of harmony at the Conservatoire. Wrote a harmony text.
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tart II alternates inoculations from major to minor,
and closes ir cadence in B flat.
£art III opens with 4 part stretto at £ measure inter-
vals, using counter-subject also. An episode of suspensions
continues to 9 measure pedal point over £ flat, and complete
cadence and hold. After a final stretto ct I measure inter-
vals the fugue closes with a series of chords and descend-
ing suspensions in the soprano to cadence in £ flat.
"1<*1" measures,
"fin"
Ti
l l |T1i is
irige £8. thirteenth fugue.
"Fugue vocale A 4 parties; sujet
de Mr. Berton" ( 1)
K*y of k minor*, for 1st and 2nd soprano, tenor and b^ss.
tart I, theme opens in the soprano, with counter-sub jects( £)
entering in the second measure, ronal answer.
i-rt II contains Many chromatic alterations, modulates
to C major, 5 major, and closes on dominant of A. minor*
£art lii contains a stretto, pedal point E with the sub-
ject and its inversion used together in contrary motion, ard
another stretto closing in r^den^e in A minor* nfj_ ne p ( raphe"
1 3=33it 33333
(1) x'here are eight fugues with subjects by Mr. Berton.
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iL L e 3£. Fourteenth ;'ugue.
"ftLgue vccale a 4 Parties"
"oujet de tfr. Bert on"
Key of P major, part I u?ep the chromatically descend-
ing subject in the alto, answered in the bass, ending in
cadence in C.
fart II is cade up chiefly of episodes, modulates to
L minor and closes- in C.
Part Hi begins with a stretto, continues to 13 meas-
ure pedal .point over C and a complete 8 beat rest* The fugue
closes in an animated close stretto in F major.
nfine-paraphe"
A pencil note at the bottom of the page reads "La fugue
P-ge 340 faire d'une LUtre maniere."
53t 33
jtage .56. Fifteenth fugue.
"Fugue vocale t 4 Parties"
"Sujet de Mr. Berton"
This fugue is worked on the same subject as the one
preceeding it. There are very few changes from the one just
discussed, and the original notes seem to have scarcely been
erased, jrart III shows the greatest variation
1
closing with
I last appearance of the theme in the bass.
"Fine - Puraphe"
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xage 4Q» Sixteenth fugue*
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
"Sujet de Mr. Berton"
^ey of C major, xhis is the only fugue in the book
with an introduction* It is a Largo section of 4 measures of
shifting chords ending in a"ferniata" on a G major chord*
fart I opens in the bassrp answered in the soprano, with aito
and tenor accompanying.
iart IX continues in a similar manner, not modulating
very much except to the relative minor, and closes in an
episode and Largo section with a cadence in G major, and a
complete rest*
After 4 beat rest rurt III begins a stretto "Alia breve"
followed by a second clos 0>* stretto. xhe theme appears for
the last time in the bass,and fugue ends in Largo chords in
C major. There are a few expression marks noted.
'Tine - iarsphe"
An extra staff has been pasted over the original in
two places; obviously to permit correction.
iage 44. Seventeenth fugue.
"Fugue vocale I 4 Parties"
"kerne sujet de la fugue, page -338, mais travailie
avec le Contre-sujet donne par Mr. Berton"
Key of E flat major. This fugue subject appears in this
collection on page 25« Subject opens in the alto with count er4
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subject in the bass, answered by the soprano and tenor,
part I continues in an episode.
part II states the subjects and answers and proceeds
in e long, chromatically descending episode employing sus-
pensions, and returning to the home key* After the subject
is again stated a small stretto leads to Part III.
Fhil part is made up of a stretto, an ejisode over a
B flat pedal point, u second stretto, and second B flat
pedal point to cadence in £ flat*
"Pine"
±3
rage 48. Eighteenth fugue.
-"iugue vocale i ^uatre parties" -
-"tin jet :1e Llr. Letcrne, non maitre au conservatoire
j£ey of A minor. In tart I the subject appears ir the
teror with chromatic counter-subject in bass. An episode
closes in £ minor.
.tart II states the subjects and continues in a rather
lengthy episode to cadence in the dominant.
Part III begins after a 3 beat rest with a 4 part strettjj)
followed by a second stretto over pedal i.,;then a„ canon be-
tween soprano and tenor leads to final appearance of the
subject in the alto, -nd return to A minor,
'xnere are a few
dynamic 8 indicated. "fine - paraphe"
wCesar~Auguste Franck -Paraphe"
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page 5£. nineteenth fugue.
- ITugue vocale a 4 parties" -
- "Sujet de air^ Leborne" - (1)
iw°y of C major, i'urue begins in the soprano with second
subject in the bass., i'onal answer.
Part II carries right on to a canon of 7 measures, i'here
is brief modulation to G in which key the p**rt closes.
tart III enters immediately with 4 part stretto at £
measure intervals, ihere are £ short strettos over pedal S,
and fugue ends with £ successive appearances of the theme in
the soprano, a cadence and full rest- then two Adagio chorda
in C major. "Fine"
"Cesar-August e iTranck - Paraphe"
-i
—
n 1 \i i
.
1
*
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irage 56. Twentieth fugue.
-"jj'ugue vocale & 4 Parties" -
- "iiujet de lir* Leborne" -
j£ey of C major, ITugue opens with subject in the alto,
(1) A- here are 13 fugue subjects by jueborne in this book.
AIbA Ambroise Leborne, 1797-1666, professor of composi-
tion at Conservatoire. «rote on harmony and counterpoint,
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tonal snsver.
Part II modulates to A minor and G major with the theme
used in strict imitation at distance of 1 quarter note from
bass to alto, and a strict imitation of soprano in the tenor,
again at the distance of 1 quafcter note.
Part III contains a stretto at three measure intervals,
then a close stretto ct £ measure intervals of the theme in-
verted in the three urper parts over a pedal G. The fugue
closes with a stretto of the origin&l theme and cadence in C.
o "fine"
[°1 *
Page 59. twenty-first fugue*
this fu£ue in F major appears in its entirety on the
following page (f£). It is an examination submitted Decem-
ber 1£, 1837. In copying it I have used the more familiar
8 clef for the soprano part.
In Part I the fugue opens in the bass with tonal answer
in the tenor, a his part probably continues for £7 measures.
In rart II the subject and its £ counter-subjects mod-
ulate to S minor in lengthy episode- also to B flat and c
major.
In rart III a stretto begins using counter-subject also,
modulates somewhat to bass pedal C with stretto in 3 uvper
parts coming to a complete stop. The fugue closes with a

63.
canon between the soprano and bass of an episode related to
the main theme, and a broad cadence in I major, i'he fugue
is signed and dated*
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page 6-3. Twenty-second fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
. "Sujet de Cesar-Augusts Franck"
iey of £ flat major, i-his first fugue subject by Iranck
is ^uite interesting in its rhythm and chromatic variety.
Part I, theme opens in soprano - tonal answer t continues in
a long episode.
part II begins in the 34th measure, and continues with
chromatic treatment to cadence on the dominant*
Part III opens with stretto at £ measure intervals, con-
tinuing in a stretto of the counter-subject; a stretto of the
inversion of the theme; and closes with still another stretto
of the main theme.
CULL
3 3
page 67. 1 went y- third fugue.
"i"ugue vocale a 5 Parties"
"dujet de Cesar-Auguste I x'anck"
£ey of G minor. IMl fugue has 5 themes, the 1st and £nd
appearing simultaneously, and the 3rd after £ measures, in
bass, alto, and tenor respectively, ihese are answered in the
End soprano, 1st soprano, and alto, in th^t order, part I
closes in cadence in L minor.
Part II is made up of several episodes, modulation to
E flat, undi a complete stop in j major.
Part III opens with a stretto of the 1st theme in 4
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parts closing in a pedal over S flat then B. A canon of 8
measures on an episode related to the £nd subject follows
,
ending in a change of key to G major.
"Fine
T n
it
-H-e
3
? ml (Jlj , 1—
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£age 71. Twenty-fourth fugue.
"Fugue vocale A 5 parties"
"sujet de llarcello denne au concourd de l'Institut . en 1838
(1)
Aey of G major; second soprano part also, xhis fugue
has £ subjects, lart I ends in 1/ major.
rt.rt II modulates to 2 minor, 3 minor, D minor, A minor,
closing on the dominant.
iart III opens with 4 part stretto; £nd stretto over
pedal B i^ , contrary motion. K&in theme is last heard in the
bass, closing in cadence in G. A Largo plagel cadence fol-
Jlc.'.g, rj. if intended for an Amen.
sa 3
Fine
5 S5
331 IS
( 1) Lenedetto lifercello, 1686-1739, studied violin, singing,
composition. .<rote an 3 volume work for voices.

66*
irage 75. Iwenty-fifth fugue.
"Fugue vocale k 5 rerties"
"oujet de Ceear-^ugust e rranck" * 1 )
Key of 3 minor- second soprano part also. Ihia fugue
has £ subjects. £art I opens in the tenor and soprano, tonal
answer in alto. Second soprano does not enter until £8th
measure*
fart II modulates briefly to related keys, with the
least emphasis in the £nd soprano part, closing on the
dominant
.
Part III opens with stretto; second stretto over pedal
I; in b^-ss; and closes with a strict canon of the main theme
in all 5 p-rts and an episode returning to key of G minor.
||h--*" Mm 1
u—
j e <]*<] 1 ! 1
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irage 79. iwenty-sixth fugue.
"i'ugue vocale I 5 Parties" 18
"jjujet de Mr. Leborne ( :par movemt. contraire:) 10
-f- 4
( uy contrary motion - March 10, 1836) 38
Key of C major. In this fugue the answer is always the
inversion of the subject, tart I seems to modulate to A min-
or. There is no clear entrance of ic.it II after all parts
have entered, but rather a continuation of lengthy, episodes
proceeding directly to .tart III. x'Lis opens with a stretto
(1) x'here are 1? fugues with subjects by iranck himself*
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of the theme and its inversion in 5 parts; a similar stretto
follows; then yet a third over pedal G closing with as inver«
sion of the counter-sub jec t in the "bass and 1st soprano, and
final statement of the main theme in the alto*
'Tine"
3±*
.t-^e 83. twenty-seventh fugue.
"iugue vocale £ 4 Parties"
"Sujet 3e Cotumacci" (1)
Key of C major, x'his is the only fugue in the collection
with words all through it. "In gloria dei patris amen."
Part I opens in the bass, t-onal answer in tenor. Very chro-
matic counter-subject used. Part II seems to begin in the
-38th measure ,vith man$ notes sung to each word syllable, ^his
fugue is very difficult to follow due to close crowded writ-
ing, use of words, accents, and many accidentals. Ihe theme
appears in contrary motion, with counter-subject also invert-
ed, closing on the dominant*
Part III is made up of £ strettos; a brief canon between
the 3 upper parts over pedal G, and last appearance of the
subject in the bass.
TMU 1 l Q i 5=PS 4
"Fine"
m
Aajbu ^ a. - c fro. - t ri s
(1) Carlo Cotumacci, 1698-1775, organist, composer of church
usic, pupil of ocarlatti. rfrote on composition*
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page 87* twenty-eighth fugue.
'\cugue vocale a six parties"
"Sujet de Mr. Leborne"
ihis fugue is in G major, for 1st and End soprano, alto;
Ust and End tenor, and bass. Part I opens in 1st tenor*
tonal answer in alto.
Part II continues in a modulating episode to I minor,
including various entrances of all the parts.
In part III a 4 part stretto begins; a seQond one fol-
lows; then a third over pedal D. I'he subject appears in the
bass in augmentation, with regular subject in the 1st soprano
to cadence, and final plagel cadence.
^iTi^Tin
"fine"
m S in i h
.tage 9E. twenty-ninth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 6 parties"
"Sujet de Mattheson"
A" his fugue is in G major, for the same voices as the
fugua above. Subject opens in the bass* tonal answer.
part II opens with a canon on related material in 5
upper parts over a moving bass, ihere is little modulation.
part Hi, stretto in 4 parts, then again between £nd
tenor, alto ano bass with 1st and £nd soprano entering to-
gether in thirds. Another stretto by contrary motion over
pedal £ ends in cadence and complete stop, ^irst and £nd sop-
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rano take the subject in 3rds while the alto and bass invert
the subject, also in 3rds. ihe fugue closes with an entrance
of all parts and return to the key of G major.
£age 98* thirtieth fugue.
"JMgue Yocale a 7 Parties"
"dujet de Kosart"
*>ey cf G major. I'here are 1st and £nd parts in all ex-
cept the alto.x'his fugue shows very clearly that it has first
been worked in pencil und then gone over in ink. The pencil
has not been erased. In some cases changes have been in the
ink draft from the original pencil version still visible.
.tarts I una II are closely woven, with £ subjects > and
tonal answer. Ihere are various appearances of both subjects
in a lengthy modulating development prodee^ing right into
tart III. ihe^° is a 4 p:.rt stretto of the 1st subject;
a stretto of 1st subject in contrary motion; a stretto oi 1st
subject in diminutionjbver peoal D and final small stretto in
diminution, and contrary motion both, to cadence in G major.
1 -

70*
£age 104. xhirty-first fugue*
"iueue vocale it 7 Parties 11
"Sujet de Sala" (1)
Key of A minor* ihere are two voices in each part except
the alto* A 3 measure subject opens in the alto, tonal ans-
wer. An episode continues in 4 parts, xt.rt I closes with all
voices sounding in key G*
iart II has entrance of all parts, slight modulation,
closes on the dominant of A minor*
Jtart III opens with stretto in 4 parts; then stretto in
contrary motion in 4 parts ending in pedal point 2 with the
subject and its inversion worked together , and cadence B
major. i'he fugue closes with a final stretto in 5 parts over
pedal A and cadence A major* "fine"
EE i M i \ \ \ m\ *\4" 1 '
iage 109. i'hirty-second fugue*
Fugue vocale * 8 Parties et a £ Choeurs"
"Sujet de Sala"
Aey of D minor, x'his is a large fugue with 3 subjects
and £ choirs* xhe £nd chorus opens the fugue with principal
subject in the sopruno, tonal answer in alto*
iart II brings entrance of 1st chorus while 2nd chorus
( 1) ICicola Sala, 1701-1600, devoted all his energies to 3
large volumes, containing methodical instruction in the
composition of fugues, canons, etc*
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continues. Fugue continue? in 8 parts modulating to A minor
and x Dialer* An interesting series of episodes follow between
1st and 2nd choruses in inversion and imitation^ with modu-
lations to C major, and ending in cadence in A major.
rsrt III begins with stretto in 1st chorus, then in End.
Other strettos appear over bass pedal A, then in both chorus-
es ^.t once, and fugue closes in D minor* "Fine"
11, H- ° « |1 <\ *M.U) 1 J» J J 1 1
1
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rage 11*. xhirty-third fu^ue.
"Fugue vocale & 8 parties et & £ choeurs"
"aujet de Mr. Cherubini" (1)
£ey of E minor, xhere are s subjects in this fugue. In
Part I both choirs enter at one time, real answer*. the first
part seems to continue in a lengthy episode for perhaps 8£
measures, closing in D.
tart XI modulates to C major and A minor; repetitions of!
p-rts of the main theme appear in one chorus and then the
other, always accompanied cy the other chorus. I his part
(1) Maria Luigi Carlo Cherubini, 1760-184E, master of Italian
cent rrpuntal st2'le. i'aught counterpoint at Paris Conser-
vatoire for nearly a quarter of a century, made "Director T
in 18££. urote 3£ operas, £9 church compositions, 4 can-
tatas, several instrumental pieces.
Inhere are 8 fugue subjects by Cherubini in this book. .

7£t
ends in a complete stop in the dominant, of E minor.
part III brings different strettos of the main theme,
as well as of its inversion, and also strettos combining the
theme in its original position with its inversion, closing
in j£ major. "fine" "paraphe"
18
9 H- 6 (June 9, 1638)
38
This fugue shows many pencil marks of original notations
which have not "been erased, as if it were the original draft.
Offfeu iyusY<—
Page 1££. thirty-fourth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 5 parties"
"dujet de Mr. Cherubini"
K«y cf C major. Part i opens in the soprano, tonal ans-
wer in alto, .tart ends in cadence in A minor.
Part II contains modulations to D minor and C major,
ending with perfect cadence in G major. Rear the end of this
part (page 1£4- 3rd score) appears a canon in 5 parts using
a motive from the counter-subject.
Part ill brings a stretto of the sibject in 4 parts
omitting the End soprano, followed by a 5 part canon of the
subject, and finally a stretto using both the theme and its
inversion together. "fine-paraphe "•
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rage 1£7. thirty-fifth fugue.
— "Fugue Vocale" —
»
-
na halt parties, a deux choeurs et i cinq sujets renversable^"-
-"dont le sujet principal de Mr. Leborne"-
*.ey of F major, xhe main theme is immediately introduced
•with its 5 counter-subjects, rhe first part consists of £ sec
ticns of about equal length, ihe first section brings a reg-
ular 4 p^rt exposition of the main theme in the second cho-
rus, while at the same time, the first chorus brings the 4
counter-subjects. I'he second section reverses this order,
with the fugue in the first chorus, and the 4 counter-sub-
jects in the second chorus, a cadence in u minor marks the
close of this pert after 6 9 measures.
x-rt II opens with the theme in the alto of second cho-
rus, answered by soprano of first chorus. An episode in the
first chorus is answered in the second chorus with an invert-
ed imitation and parts reversed- e. g. -soprano in first eao-
rus imitating bass in the second, alto imitating the tenor,
etc. modulating to b flat, i'heme now moves from one choir
to the other; a short stretto of the first £ measures of the
theme in the first choir is followed by its complete imita-
tion and inversion from one choir to the other. Uext Franck
uses a stretto of the full th^me beginning in the second
choir with an episode connecting with a like stretto in the
first choir. A stretto in the second choir is followed by a
stretto of the theme and its inversion in first choir ending

74.
in Ft
£art III is mainly built up of a pedal point on the
note C» Its main feature is the augmentation of the main
theme to twice its length in the soprano of the first chorus.
This fuf.ue is an examination fugue dated June 14, 1833.
A photostat copy of the first and last ( Sth) pages of this
fugue follows this p-ge. Franck makes 3 margin notes ex-
planing irregularities in his intervals. Two of these refer
to page 64 in Hr« Cherubiai T s "Trait e de conorepoint et fugue r .
A translation of this note taken from page 145 in the Hamil-
ton edition of this book reads," The two parts have at once
the suspension and the concord suspended*.-. • . .The only way
to employ with propriety these two intervals (4th and 3rd)...
..is, the part which contains the discord must pursue the
regular progression while the other must contain the concord
in a series of notes ascending by conjunct degrees, without
stopping on the consonance. .... It must be observed that these
two parts must always be placed in two different octaves*...
•
at the 7th or 9th This is permitted only in counterpoint
of many parts." (1)
( 1) J. a. Hamilton - iranslation of "A Course of Counterpoint
and I'ugiie" by L. Cherubini. Vol. I and II.
£• Cocks ana Co. ±.ondor 1837.
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Page 135. Thirty-sixth fugue.
"Fugue Yocale 4 4 parties"
"aujet de Kr. Caraffa" (1)
£ey of S major. The first line of this fu^ue contains
the words, "in gloria dei patris amen", ihey are not carried
beyond the first line, however, The main theme is introduced
practically frore the beginning with £ counter-subjects.
'Tonal answer. Part 1 ends in leisure 25 with cadence in I).
Part II begins with a canon of 4 parts, using both the
main theme and its inversion. At the close of this part the
soprano imitates the bass in contrary motion. Part II modu-
lates to Gr major, A major, B minor and £ minor, ending on
the dominant of D major.
Part III opens with a stretto, continuing in a long
pedal point over A. It ends with a double cancn between the
alto and bass, on one hand, and the soprano and tenor on the
ot. i . cJ( o'dtAcCfo
,
"Pine"
£44
f ± 7* t i*t (jhri
»q 1-
1< - t -
1 1,3 % 1 1
7h <jlo -hit f*v - -h-iS »"h if* *r« W <jL ri a 3* c p»- - +ri's
(1) Michele Enrico Carafa, 1 7 S7-137£, student of Cherubini
,
at whose insistence he was made professor of composition
at the Conservatoire (about 18£7). rtrote easy and grace-
ful operas and piano compositions, not original enough
to have lasted. In 1837 was elected a member of the
"^.cademie des Beaui .arts".
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Page 139. Thirty-seventh fugue.
"Fugue vocale * 4 parties"
"Sujet de Mr. Pae*r" (1)
Key of Jj major. Part I opens with a statement of a rath-
er chromatic principal subject and £ counter-subjects* Tonal
answer.
Part II probably begins at measure £9 t modulates briefly
to A minor and F/r minor, brings a small 4 part canon using
a rotivc based on a part of the principal subject, and closes
in a lyric episode in a major.
.tart III enters immediately with a stretto of the 1st
theme at £ measure intervals; a £nd stretto at 1 measure in-
tervals; an augmentation of the 1st theme used With the 1st
theme itself over a long pedal A; and finally closes with
a stretto at \ measure intervals and an Adagio passage.
Page 143. Thirty-eighth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
(So acknowledgment of the subject) ( £)
Key of fi minor. In Part I the principal subject and £
counter-subjects enter and are stated within the first 3
measures. Tonal answer.
part II modulates to A minor, C m.inor and 1 major. It
includes a cancn between the 4 pails and interesting episode
CD Ferdinando Pae*r, r?7I=l&3"^~opeTa7~cKurch music .composer,
i £ j There are 10 fugues with no author of the subject noted.
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material closing in the dominant of the principal key*
x~rt III opens tfter a complete stop with a 4 part
stretto; then a second closer stretto over pedal A using an
augmentation of the 2nd counter-subject, and closes in slow
held notes and i) major chord* Shis is one of the few fugues
in which accents are noted* "fine"
id
Page 147*'i}hirty-ninth fugue*
"fugue Yocale a 4 parties"
£ey of I) minor* xhis fu^ue and the one immediately pre*-
ceeding list the Contralto part instead of the Alto in the
second voice* In Part I the subject and £ counter-subjects
are stated almost at once* lonal answer* i! he part closes
with an episode over bass suspensions*
Part II begins in measure £3, includes a 4 part canon,
contains a climbing bass figure, and closes in a slower mov-
ing episode over a held A in the bass, on the dominant of
I) minor*
tart III opens with stretto of the 1st subject in 4 part^|;
has another etretto of the theme and its inversion over long
pedal point; A; frUd closes with a 3rd stretto of the main theme
and _ cadence in £ r^jor. "Fine"

78.
1
From here on to the close of the volume the fugue sub-
jects seem to be single subjects for the most part, ihere
seems to be more frequent. use of augmentation,
i^ge 151. Fortieth fugue.
"Fugue vocale & 4 parties"
"dujet de Mr. Cherub ini"
Key of F minor. i'his fugue opens with a single subject.
jL'onal answer, x'he first part includes an imitation of the
contralto in the bass, and of the tenor in the soprano.
Part II begins measure 37; modulates to F majcr, A flat,
and ju flat;uses the 1st theme together with the inversion of
the counter-subject, closing in a 4 measure pedal point cn
C, ending in C major chord.
ir&.rtIII opens with s stretto in 4 parts at £ measure
intervals, followed by 4 strettoA using the subject together
with its diminution, inversion, and augmentation, as well as
£ canons between soprano and bass and pedal point C. rhe
fugue closes in a Largo passage, in W major.
/v n i "196" measures
d/njod-a^t aSLo
"fine"
(^^n---H> -rr-.. » o, . ^-J.
1-^ L—1—1 1— I ^ 1 1 1
1 J
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.tage 155. Forty-first fugue.
"Fugue Vocale h. 4 parties"
"Sujet de Mr. iieborne"
j£ey of F major. Part I begins with a 7 measure subject.
lonal answer
i
-Bm ther chromatic counter-subject.
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Part II begins measure 55, and modulates to C major
and Jj minor, x'he development makes use of the theme together
with its inversion, also using the inversion as material for
a canon in 4 parts, ihis part close? on G major chorda
part III opens with a stretto using the theme; then
adding its inversion, continues in an episode to a End strettj>
of the principal subject, i'his appears also in augmentation
ending in pedal point C. 1'he fugue closes with a close stret
to of the theme &nd its inversion in F major. Accents are
indicated in this fugue. "£48" measures.
"Fine"
Page 160« Forty-second fugue*
~~ "i'u.ue vocale & 4 parties" —
— "Sujet de Mr. oarafa" —
Key of £ flat major. In fart I the 7 measure theme is
first stated in the bass, u>eal answer. Part II begins meas-
ure 38. It makes use of £ different iaiitations , in 4 pt.rts t
of a motive based on the theme; the subject and its counter-
subject, both inverted; a 4 part canon on part of the main
theme; ^t.rt of the counter-subject in a 4 part canon; and
a triple imitation in the 3 upper parts. It closes in B major
Part III starts with a stretto, then has a canon between
alto and tenor. It includes the theme and its inversion, as
fellas the inversion of the counter-subject, and imitation
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between eoprs.no and alto, and between tenor and bass, ihe
theme also appears in augmentation and diminution. il here is
a stretto of the counter-subject and a canon between soprano
and tenor over pedal B flat. i'he fu^ue closes with a stretto
of the main theme at 1 measure intervals in £ fist. A plagal
cadence follows. "£43" measures
"fine - iarephe"
j»M
l
'ini°i'i T1 i" |^g
If 6. xorty-third fugue.
"Fugue vocale h 4 parties"
"bujet de Mr. ueborne"
Key of C minor. Part I has the 5 measure theme stated
in the soprano, xveal snerer in the c.lto»
ir^rt II opens with modulation to the dominant; has a 3
part imitation; modulates to 5 minor; inverts the main theme
and its counter-subject; has a 4 part canon, and closes in
the dominant of C minor<>
Part III is as long as Part II, beginning with a stretto
at 3 measure intervals; a £nd stretto at 1 measure intervals;
then has combinations of the theme, its retrogression (theme
backwards) , its inversion and augmentation in various com-
binations, xhere is also a triple canon over a bass pedal
point G. ihe fugue closes in C major.
b2 o ZEE J iJjl J 1
"203" measures
"fine - paraphe"

:l.
iage 171. Forty-fourth fugue.
"jjugue vocale & 4 parties" —
— "Sujet de Mr. Leborne" —
iLey of D miner. Sixteenth notes are used for the first time
in this fugue. i?he subject is ^.uite florid, opens with a
trill. It seems hardly vocal, tart I opens in the soprtno.
xonal answer.
rart II begins measure £€• xhe chromatic counter-sub-
ject and rhythmic subject make the modulations difficult to
determine, xhey seem to be to A minor, ? major, i) major and
5 minor. I- he only device used is a short canon in 4 parts
using a section of the subject. j}his part ends in A major
chord.
rart III open? with a stretto; has a canon between alto
and tenor; has an augmentation of the subject and a stretto
of the counter-subject, and closes in jj major. Ihis fugue
has been done in pencil first and not erased.
"153" measures
<JC£**crfZ "iirie - P*raphe"
3Jl
iage 175. i'orty-fifth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 msrties"
"sujet de 1CT. Kalevy" (1)
Key of k major, lart I states the subject in the bass.
(1) Jaiiues Francci? iaalevy, 1799-186E, composer of operas,
.•as professor of harmony, counterpoint, fugue, and com-
position at the Conservatoire, teaching lacked method.
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xonal answer. The first part ends In £ major.
In fart II the development uses £ four part canons, one
of the subject and one of the counter-sub ject ; modulates
"briefly to 1 minor and B major, end closes on the dominant
of A.
rart III is as lengthy as Part II, with a stretto; a £
part canon. of the subject and its counter-eub ject ; an inver-
sion and imitation of the subject; the theme and its inver-
sion used together; and the theme used backwards and in con-
trary motion. Ihere is one use of augmentation, ihe fugue
closes with a long pedal S and final statement of the theme
in the bass, with slow chords closing.
"188" measures
(OULQsro/xo <*iuL4Ao "fine - iaraphe"
rage 179. Icrty-sixth fugue»
— "lugue vocale A 4 parties" —
— "Sujet de Mr. Berton" —
Key of 2 flat major* ln he fugue begins with the theme in
the alto* fonal answer in the soprano.
rart II modulates to C minor, and to A flat; uses imi-
tations of the 2nd counter-subject and main theme, as well as
the 1st counter-subject. It closes in B flat major.
part III has a stretto of the main theme at £ measure
intervals, then again at closer intervale; followed by stret-
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to /.ith the counter-subject; a use of the theme in augmenta-
tion; use of the 1st count er~sub jeet in regular position and
its inversion together over a pedal B flat, This fugue closes
with a final statement of the theme in the bass.
"158" measures
£5
rage 183. Forty-seventh fugue.
"rugue du concours du ££ Juillet 1838 au Conservatoire"
"refaite d fune autre maniire; eujet de Mr. Gherubini"
Key of 6 major. This fugue is in 4 parts, iart I opens
in the tenor, Tonal answer.
^ urt II begins measure £9; modulates to 3 minor, B maj-
or, C major, a minor, and closes on the dominant of major.
There, is a 4 part imitation of an episode.
iart III is composed of a stretto at £ measure inter-
vals; the theme and its inversion used together; a 4 part
canon and many repetitions of the theme in stretto; also
the theme used in inversion and augmentation, Theme last
appears in the bass. After a cadence in G major there is a
separate plagal cadence. This, fugue appears in its entire-
ty on the following page. The only change which I have made
in copying it has been the use of the G clef in the soprano
r<irt. "158" measures.
"line "
This is the fugue noted on pages 45 and 46 of this paperl

PASSANTINO BRAND
N? 11-24 lines. Symphony Size Printed in U.S.A.

PASSANTINO BRAND
N9 11- 24 lines. Symphony Size Printed in U.S.A.
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page 167. Forty-eighth fugue.
'TPugue vccale & 4 parties"
"Sujet de C.A. Franek"
iey Of 1 flat major* x he subject is first stated in the
bass, ional answer.
Part II begins measure £3; modulates briefly to 1 minor,
D flat major, B fist minor; has a canon in 4 parts on part
of the main theme; followed by a double canon between the
theme and counter-sub ject and their inversions. It closes
on the dominant of A flat.
Part III opens with a stretto at £ measure intervals,
has £ more strettos at closer intervals, uses the theme in
augmentation, followed by a stretto of the inversion of the
principal subject in 3 parts over a pedal E flat. £he fugue
closes with a final statement of the theme in the bass.
C/fCajL-jfo^So
"144" measures
11$5
Page 191. Forty-ninth fugue*
"Sujet de Fugue vocale & 4 partied donne pour le concours de
l T Institut ie mardi 5 Mars 1839. (: de Mr. Cherubini.:) "
Key of C major. Part I opens with the subject stated in
the contralto, ional answer in the soprano, not starting on
the same beat of the measure as the first statement. a chro-
matic counter-sub ject used.
part II modulates to G major, D minor, A minor. It de-
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pen&s for its development on modulation; closes in G major-
Part III begins with a stretto at £ measure intervals;
theme and its inversion used together; End stretto; theme
augmented and inverted used with theme in regular position;
section over pedal Gr« iugue closes with the theme in soprano
and tenor used simultaneously ,with theme inverted in alto
and bass; modulates in major chords to cadence in C major.
// ^ "132" measures
C>fls ocfxAcCVo
"i*ine TI
2E£
I'he next few fugues -re written in large handwriting
,
as if they were earlier works* Smaller handwriting appears
on those noted as examinations and competitions*
irage 195. fiftieth fugue*
rTFugue vocale & 4 parties"
"Sujet de C. A* Fr&nck"
Key of B flat major. Part I has the theme stated in the
bass. ional answer.
Part II begins measure ££, has imitation of bass in the
alto, and of tenor in the soprano; modulates to G minor;
theme and £ counter-subjects appear inverted, then with aus«
mentation; modulates to D minor with theme inverted. Ihia
part closes in a 4 part canon in B flat; closes on the dom-
inant of B flat.
Part III opens with a stretto; stretto with theme inver-
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ted; a -3rd stretto; £ statements of the theme reversed to-
gether with theme inverted; stretto over pedal F, and final
statement of the subject in the bass. There is a complete
rest, followed by a plagal cadence*
m M 'iPv^o^h " Mh\
"137 "measures
"Fine"
-e—©-
iage 199, Fifty-first fu^ue*
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
"Sujet de C* A* Franck"
Key of A flat major* Part I states the subject in the
soprano; reel answer in the alto*
i?art II begins measure £4; modulates to f minor, E flat
major; uses the subject in D flat in augmentation together
with the subject inverted; and closes with a double canon
of the theme and its counter-subject and their inversions,
ontthe dominant of A flat.
i:s.rt III has 3 atrettos, the 2nd with the subject in-
verted, followed by a decorative episode using 8th notes,
proceeding to the theme and its inversion over pedal ok flat*
«e find the theme in bass and alto with its inver?icn in the
soprano closing in a Largo section of slow chords*
~
n\i mlB9 m measures
n p' i|v
l
i
>
'nVrM) lf

es.
.rage £03. Fifty-s econd fugue*
"i'ugue vocale a 4 parties"
- "Sujet de C.A. Franck" -
Key of B minor, ^uite an interesting and rhythmic suttee
xonal answer. Very chromatic counter-subject used*
Part II begins measure £4. Very little modulation, rhe
theme is used in augmentation with its inversion. Part II
closes with a double canon of both the theme and the counter-
subject used together with their inversions* It closes on the
dominant of B minor*
Part III begins with £ successive strettos; then the
theme and its inversion; a pedal F,t with theme and diminution
of it above; and final statement of the theme in the bass*
After a 4 measure pedal point on B, Largo chords close the
"139" measures*
"u fesar-Augus t e I ranck-paraphe
"
i
Page £07. Fifty-third fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 Parties"
"Sujet de Leo" (1)
Key of B minor. A nine measure subject opens in the
soprano, xonal answer.
Part II begins measure 44; modulates very little- to D
minor on page £09, and briefly to C major, xheme is used in*
(1). x.eonardo Leo ,1694-1744, composer and organist. Helped
to develope modern scolastic counterpoint.
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verted and augmented. Part closes on dominant of 1 minor.
part III contains stretto at 3 measure intervals; theme
with its inversion in stretto; stretto at 1 measure intervals
pedal B with the theme und its inversion both above it; and
final statement of the subject in the bass. This fugue closes
with slow chords in 2 major, and a "rallentando".
"196" measures.
"Fine"
Page £1£. Fifty-fourth fu^ue.
"Fugue vocale t 4 parties"
"aujet de Mr. Qiadolini" (1)
Key of 1 minor, parti begins with the simple 4 measure
theme. Tonal answer.
partll comes in at measure £1; modulates to J) flat and
B flat minor; has the theme inverted; and closes on the dom-
inant of 1 minor.
Part III contains i stretto at £ measure intervals;
stretto of the theme and its inversion; stretto at 1 measure
intervals marked "tftf - Decresendo —pp— ritenuto — ppp —
"
to a "fermata" on the F major chord. There is a final plagal
cadence "FF", probably an Amen. This fugue contains the only
use o f dynamics thus far in the bcok# ^.cept for a few ac~
cents. jasures.
(1) Giovanni iadolini ,1785-197 £ , accompanist and chorus-
master at the "Theatre des It-lions 1 - in Paris.
or 4-
Page £16. rifty-fifth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
"Sujct de C.A. Franck"
£ey of JT major. i: he subject is nearly the simple ascend-
ing scale a aieal answer*
pt.rt II modulates to C major, £ flat, 1/ minor, A minor,
G minor, contains the theme in-verted, and closes on C chord.
part III is composed of a stretto at £ measure intervals
a double canon; the theme and its inversion in a stretto;
a stretto at the ^ measure interval; and a combination of the
theme inverted, augmented and diminished over pedal C. A Lar-
go section and plagal cadence complete the fugue*
3:
page ££0« £ ifty-sixth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
"Sujet de C.A. i'ranck"
Key of A minor. Part I opens with the interesting sub-
ject of whole notes and quarter notes, 'Ponal answer, and mod-
ulation to E minor.
Part II modulates to D minor, 3 minor, F major, D minor t
and closes on the dominant of A minora
Part III consists of a number of strettos of the theme
and its inversion, and the counter-subject used together in
various combinations, i'here is also a use of the theme back-
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wards over pedal £.A plagal cadence follows ft Largo section
and c?.dence in A major.
1^
"137" measures.
"Fine"
m 3X ° on
Page ££4. i ifty-s eventh fugue*
"Fugue vocale ft 4 parties"
"Sujet de Franck"
Key of B flat major* The subject has one measure chro*»
matically descending* Tonal answer.
tart II modulations are difficult to follow, due to
chromatic subject c^nd counter-subjects- to C major, G minor,
flat and B flat minor. Theme is augmented, and the section
closes on the dominant of B flat minor.
Part III contains 5 strettos, of the theme in regular
position and inverted, of the 1st counter-subject, and of the
theme inversion over pedal F. Fugue closes with final state-
ment of the theme in the bass and the soprano held over to
"ppp" plagal cadence.
"1£8" measures
"Fine
"
*7 o_ T "
Page ££8. Fifty-eighth fugue*
"Fugue vocale ft 4 parties"
"Sujet de C.A. Francis"
Key of x) minor, nhythmic
,
interesting subject. Heal

98*
answer.
part II modulates in interesting episodes to B flat,
G minor, C major, and again to B fiat and G minor. It has a
double cancn #ith both parts inverted, and closes on domin«»
ant of ]} minor*
Part III contains a stretto of the main subject; the
theme and its inversion in stretto; and closes with 5 state-
ments of the subject over pedal A and a huge crescendo, tap-
ering off in a diminuendo and rallenftando to "pp" Largo in
D major* QJULl^a,o
1
Page c3£. .fifty-ninth fugue.
"tfugue vocale & 4 parties"
"Sujet de Mr. Cherubini"
j£ey of D minor, ihe chromatic subject opens in the ten-
or* xteal answer.
Part II modulates to A minor, I major, B flat and
minor, i'he subject appears with its augmentation in inversion,
ihere is a double canon in inverted and contrary motion.
Part III has a stretto of the subject; a £nd stretto of
the theme and its inversion used in several variations; a
4 p:-rt canon of the theme, and a 3 part stretto over pedal A.
F&gue closes in & major.
.o'ojm.aJto
"1C8" measures.
"Fine"
^v''n*iiw^i'^yi^ii\--.^Mi j i '
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Page £36. Sixtieth fugue.
"Fugue vooale a 4 parties"
"Sujet de Mr. Lcborne"
£•7 of major. Shone in the tenor. Tonal answer with a
rapidly moving counter-subject.
part II modulates to D major, & minor, and A minor
briefly. Xhereiie a 4 part imitation; the theme used augmen-
ted and diminished together; the theme inverted and dimin-
ished together; all these combinations are carefully labeled.
See manusoript page £38 at the top. Ihis part closes in D
major*
fartHI contains 3 strettos and a oanon with various
combinations of the theme and its inversion, and also a
pedal point P. The fugue has an interesting closing with the
theme in soprano and alto together with its inversion in ten-
or and bass, thus forming unison heavy chords. The soprano
holds over to a plagal cadence. "13£" measures*
"Fine"
25 3
rage £40* sixty-first fugue*
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
"Sujet de Leo"
Key of A major. This fugue has an 8 measure subject*
Heal answer.
rart II modulates to S major, F# minor, C# minor, and
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i
D major, There is a 4 part c^non*
Part III open? with a stretto of the subject; has a
double canon of the subject ~nd counter-subject; a stretto
of the theme in £ parts and the inversion in the other £
parts, and pedal E. After a final statement of the theme in
the bass the fugue closes in A major©
LAJJ(jL<yio <yuoc4 to "189" measures*
"Pine"
£3
Page £44. Sixty-second fugue.
"Fugue vocele a 4 parties"
"Sujet de "
Key of E major, This fugue has a simple subject* Tonal
answer.
Part II brings an imitation of the 2nd counter-subject
in 4 parts; modulates to C# minor, B najor, jf/f minor; the
let counter-subject inverted in all 4 parts, then diminished;
the theme used with its augmentation; subject and counter-
subject both inverted, This section closes in B major chord.
Part III contains 4 strettos, of the theme, the theme
and its inversion, of the counter-subject, and the theme
again. After a pedal B there is a final statement of the
theme in the bass^ Fugue closes in 2 major.
"156" measures.
T "Fine"
1 rhn-i ml 3
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.tage £48. 3ixty~tUird fugue.
"Fugue vocale & 4 parties"
"aujet de Gherubini"
Key of A minor. This fugue has a rather simple theme
also. Honal answer.
part II modulates to Bminor, 6 major , F major; has a
canon of 4 parts, and closes on the dominant of A minora
Part III opens with a stretto of the theme; has the
theme in augmentation; also in inversion together with the
theme itself; and a pedal point 32. ihe fugue closes in chords
cv er pedal A
m*.,
5 o
,
in a major.
*134" measur es.
wk 1
page £5£. oixty-fourth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 4 parties"
"Sujet de CoA. £ranck"
Key of F major, 2 his fugue also has a siraple^though
rather rugged^ theme, x'onal answer.
Part II modulates briefly to C major, D minor, and
G minor, The subject is used with its augmentation, closing
the part in C major.
Part III begins with a stretto of the main theme; the
theme used with its inversion; another stretto; an 8 meas-
ure pedal point C; the theme in bass, tenor and soprano,
with the inversion in the alto. The fugue closes on a 4
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measure pedal point C t and cadence in 1 major.
QUULsl CM^te* "173" measures.
Page £56. Sixty-fifth fugue.
"Fugue vocale A 4 parties"
"Sujet de u.a. Franck"
'/Ley of C major, rather long £art I. Real answer.
£art II "begins measure 38; modulates to 6 major, A minor,
E major; Las the theme and £ counter-subjects s.ll used in
inversion, s.n* closes in the dominant of C major*
Part III begins with a stretto; has a 4 part canon of
the theme and its inversion; a pedal point G; sirrultaneous
statement of the theme in the soprano and alto , and the
inversion in tenor and bass. IPugue closes in C major.
5
iage £6 0. Sixty-sixth fugue.
"Fugue vocale §. 4 parties"
"Sujet de »••••»»*•••»"
Key of £ flat major. This fugue is based on a £ measure
theme in the more difficult l£/8 rhythm. It appears to, be the
original draft of the fugue, since pencil marks are visible
everywhere; even when notes have been discarded during the
copying in ink they have not been erased, There is some
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erasing of ink also.
Part I opens in the soprano, x'onai answer with a very
rhythmic end moving counter-subject.
Part II "begins measure 14, modulates to B flat major
,
T major, 5 miner, A flat, inverts the theme in the hass, and
closes in h flat major.
Part III contains a stretto; the theme and its inver-
sion combined; a little double canon in contrary motion;
the theme over pedal x> flat, and the final statement of the
theme in the basso "86" measures.
"Fine"
rage £64. Sixty-seventh fugue.
"lugue voc^le a 4 parties"
"Suj. de G.A* Franck"
Key of G minor, i'ive measure subject, ional answer.
Part II begins measure 30; modulates to £ flat major
and C minor, rheme appears inverted in the 3 upper voices
over theme in the bess; also is used in augmentation. i*his
part closes on dominant of G minor*
Part III brings £ strettos; a canon in 4 parts; the
theme in £ voices together with the inversion in the other £;
the theme backwards and it its regular position over an 8
measure pedal D. Ihe fugue closes with the theme in the alto
over pedal G and final cadence in G minor* "155" measures.
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Page £64 fugue theme* cAC^/^mH
±^ge £6 8a Sixty-eighth fugue*
"Fugue vocale * 4 parties"
"3uj: de C. ±» Fr^nck"
Key of E minor* rhis fugue has a short theme* x\eai ans-
wer.
rart Ilbesins measure £8, modulates briefly to 3 major,
A minor and (J minor, xhe £nd counter-subject is used in in-
version and the 1st counter-subject in augmentation.
Part III opens with £ strettos; a canon of 4 parts on
the main theme; the theme and its inversion over pedal B;
then the theme in the bass and tenor together with the inver-
sion in the soprano* A separate plagal cadence follows the
close of the fugue.
"17 £" measures
QKajl<Lo^U^.o "Fine"
:*"3 t\-
Page £7£. sixty-ninth fugue.
"Fugue vocale a 5 parties"
"Sujet de Mozart"
Key of G major, i'his fugue has a 1st end £nd soprano
part. It has a very simple whole note subject. Tonal answer.
Part II probably begins measure £7; modulates to D major,
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£ miner; theme augmented; theme inverted together with the
£ counter-subjects also inverted; theme diminished and in-
verted used with theme in regular position, ihis part closes
in bass pedal L, cn dominant of G major©
rartlll continues right on with bass figure over which
enters a 4 part stretto of the theme, ihe soprano continues
on and the 4 lower parts have a stretto. 2he theme is used
in diminution and inversion in all 5 parts several times,
and backwards over pedal 2* irugue closes in cadence in Go
"147" measures*
*age £76. Seventieth fugue*
"Pugue vocale a 5 parties"
"3*4 • de . ."
Key of L major. Subject first stated in the bass* lonal
answer*
Eart II begins measure 31; modulates to B minor, G minor
The theme appears inverted in 3 parts, and the section closed
in pedal point A and an A minor chord.
iart III contains a stretto in 4 parts of the main theme
, a stretto of the theme and its inversion, a canon in 5 parts,
a stretto over pedal A, and the simultaneous use of the theme
in all five parts thus making heavy chords* Cadence D major.
CWcl&aJoafifla>r _ "150" measures.

Page £80* Seventy-first fugue*
"Fugue vocaie & 6 parties"
"oujet de •
"
Key of A minor* xhis fugue has 1st and End soprano
and 1st and End tenor parts* Phe theme is very simple* Ponal
answer* Phere are E counter-sub J ects.
Part II probably begins measure 40. It is short and not
very complicated* i-he theme is used in augmentation, the
1st counter-subject inverted, a brief modulation to G major^
and the Part closes on dominant of A minor*
Part III has a stretto in 4 parts* has a triple canon
between the 3 lower and the 3 upper parts* After a state-
ment of the theme in the 4 upper parts over recal E the
fugue closes in A major*
aJ£o^**-<cd'£^ "1E7" measures*
' a
o 1 a LJ
Page E84* aeventy-seccnd fugue*
"Fugue vocale a 6 parties"
"oujet de *o "
Key of E flat major* Phis fugue is written for 1st and
End soprano and 1st and End tenor parts, with alto and bass*
Phe theme has E counter-subjects* Tonal answer*
Part II begins measure 41; modulates to G minor, A flat
major. F minor, and closes in a cadence in B flat majoro
.fart III begins with a stretto in 4 parts; has a End

lOlo
stretto in 4 parts accompanied "by the other £ parts; then a
stretto in € parts of the 1st counter-subject. The fugue
ends in 3 statements of the theme over pedal B flat, and a
cadence in E flat*
3c O.
"1£1" measures*
f
Page £58 o Seventy-third fugue*
"Fugue vocale I 7 parties"
"Sujet de Mr a Cherubini"
xLey of 1 major* This fugue is for £ soprano, £ alto,
£ tenor, end 1 bass parts, xart I has 1 counter-subject
and modulates to $ minor© Tonal answer*
Part II begins measure 63; modulates also to D minor,
A minor, 8 minor, has subject used in augmentation, and
closes in cadence in C major*
tart III brings a 4 part stretto at 4 measure intervals
a second 4 part stretto with other parts accompanying; long
pedal point C, and final statement of the theme in the bass
and counter~sub ject in the alto (1st) closing in F major*
Q^o7>jt^autZ ^ "100" measures*
fTTHTi l°h-fc-
A pencil note at the bottom of page £93 seems to read "vu 17
Juillet 40 w * This might mean "seen July 17, 1840", but the
"40" is not absolutely clear*

10£*
irage £94. Seventy-fourth fugue*
,lFugue vocale ft. 7 parties"
"an j et de
Key of C major* x'his fugue is also written for £ soprano
,
£ alto, £ tenor, and 1 bass parts* It has a short £ measure
theme* x'onal answer* Part I has £ counter-subjects, contains
an imitation in 6 parts over a t^uiet bass*
part II modulates to fi major, B minor, 1 major, and
D minor* j?here is an imitation with the subject inverted,
and use of the theme in augmentation* This part closes in
G major chord*
Part III has a stretto in 4 parts at 1 measure inter~
vals; has the theme used together with its inversion; also .
an imitation among the 6 upper parts of the theme and its
inversion over the pedal G* The fugue closes with a final
statement of the theme augmented in the bass*
OULSjULto ~Xxnx-'tk<r^\>o ^ "SO" measures*
Page £98* Seventy-fifth fugue*
"Fugue vocale & 8 parties et & £ choeurs"
"Sujet de •»••• •••••ft*
Key of A minor* xhe fugue opens in the 1st choir with
a slightly chromatic subject and £ counter-subjects* The
second choir enters measure £4 with a second fugue while
the 1st choir continues* Seal answer* There is some modula-
4 « S # I » * + * t
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tion to A major, I major, and 6 majoro There ure close rep-
etitions of the main theme in stretto to the accompanying
parts* Part II probably begins measure 5 on page 300, but is
difficult to separate from fart I. It closes on the domin«
ant of A minor*
Part III begins with a stretto in the 1st choir; a stret
to begins in the £nd choir while the 1st choir continues
with an inversion of the main theme* The theme and inversion
both used over pedal E* There is a final appearance »f the
theme in the End choir bass, and cadence A minor* A separate
plagal cadence follows*
"1£5" measures* "vu"
XX
r
331
3 1 <>#C>
1
jrage 304* Seventy-sixth fugue* This is the final fugue*
"Fugue vocale i 8 parties et £ £ choeurs"
"Sujet de . . . . . * "
^ey of it minor* Part I opens in the 1st choir with £
counter-sub jects* Tonal answer* The End choir enters meas-
ure £5* xhis part closes in F major*
Part II begins measure 50 with the 1st choir using the
theme and £ counter-subjects, answered in the End choir. It
modulates to C major, F major, and B flat. There is an epi-
sode of imitation with the theme inverted and in contrary
motion. This pi.rt closes in A major*
part III begins with a stretto in the 1st choir* This
% • , J.
choir continues in en episode while the End choir enters in
a stretto. xhe theme is used in augmentation, also in reg-
ular position together with its inversion* After a section
over pedal point A, both choirs continue to a cadence in
jj minor.
/LA
OU*5>
5z A.
"151" measures*
"vu"
231 31
xhis fugue ends on page 309. x'he pages ^re numbered tp page
3££ inclusive, but they are blank.
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Chapter III
Findings and Conclusions*
As one can readily see, there is great variety of treat-
ment within these fueues. Uo consistent pattern ig followed
t
other than the general outline of the fugue form itself, in
its three parts*
The possibilities of each fugue subject are exhausted
in all arrangements - in augmentation, diminution, inversion,
canon, stretto, and contrary motion, even in occasional use
of retrogression.
ihere is usually some slight modulation in Part I. If
there is no chromaticism in the subject, it is very often
introduced in the counter-subject. I'ranck's later fondness
for chromaticism is evidenced to this extent in these fugues*
i'he transition from Part I to Part II is always very
difficult to determine, the two parts often seeming contin-
uous* In Part II the modulation is chiefly to closely related
keys* jihe second section often closes on the V chord of the
principal key, or its relative minor, or major.
Part III is almost, if not always as long and as impor-
tant as Part II* i'here is always a clear entrance of Part III!,
often preceeded by a complete rest* xhere is great variation
in the closing of these fugues* Some have a long plagal cad-
ence, as if it were intended for an Amen, -phe minor fugues
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do not always clofe in a major chord, as do those of Bach*
through the entire volume "fugues Vocales" Franck gives
his own analysis of what he is doing with the subject* rhe
principal subject is labeled with a Soman numeral I, and the
counter-subjects are labeled with the Arabic numerals, 2.3,
(i)
and in one fugue even 4, and 5» He also notes the "aug-
mentation", "diminution", "inversion", and "stretto", almost
as if he wanted to be sure his professor fully appreciated
his variations of treatment* JJhe following are a few quota-
tions from his fugues with the pages listed* Others may be
seen in the copies of entire fugues on pages 63 and 84 of
this thesis*
k&ge 79 « "( : par movement contraire:)"
m i£0 - "I par mU contr."
" £05 - "Canon double inverse contraire"
£19 - "I renversfc regulierement
'•I en augment*
"I Ijroit en diminution"
" £3£ - "I ~ £ ~ 3"
"renvl en augm:
"I suj.
"I en sol min*
"I canon quadruple
"I renv* et entilrement
"I Droit"
Since Franck refers to Cherubim. 1 s text "Cours de Contre
point et Fugue", I would like to siuote a few rules on fugue
writing from Volume I* i'he page references are from the
U)
Hamilton translat ion*
(1) See phot oe tut page 75.
(^) ft**: g«.mnt.ftw - TUhl Lopraphya
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rage £66. "There are two principal kinds of fugue , from
which emanates a third species; and from this latter spring
all the rest The two principal kinds are the TONAL iUCJUB
and the MEAL i'UGUS; the other is the iUGUE OP IMITATION. ... •
Page 316* "A fugue i imitation is that in which the an--
swer is nearly , but not altogether, similar to the subject,
the composer having the liberty of introducing some changes,
and of curtailing it if he thinks fit.
iage £86. "The indispensable conditions of a fugue are the
olLbJiCT, the AS3WS&, the COL'isi TJia-SUBJiiSCaf , and the SI&Bi'TO. *•
.. we may also add the PEDAit • • « •
Eage 333. "Modulation in a major key may be to dominant
and subdominant - Vvhich are major - and to the second and
:e:i^nt, or third t.nu ei... th - ».hich, ..re naturc-ll;, r:intr. You
may not modulate to the seventh or leading tone because its
fifth is not naturally perfect.
'Modulation in a minor key may be to dominant
and subdominant which will be minor, end to mediant and sixth
which will be major. You may not modulate to the second, be-
cause the fifth is not naturally perfect, nor to the seventh.
i-age 343. "There is no rule as to the pause or key before
the entrance of the stretto. • . . .It may be the dominant, or
relative minor, or dominant of the minor, or minor of the
mediant, or minor of the dominant." End of quotation from
Cherubim. 1 s rules*
* • * »
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Francis fellows the above rules explicitly in "Fugues
Vocales".
P In the numerous fugue subjects by Cherubini u?ed by
Franck in "Fugues Vocales", there is only one which is used
in Cherubini r s book* :i?his is on page 34 in Chembini's sup-
plement Volume II, and is used by Franck on page £48 with-
out the counter-subject*
Apparently after the December 1837 examination, Franck
was permitted to use his own themes for the first time*. 2he
first one appears on page 63, immediately following the
December 12, 1S37 examination*
Somewhat longer fugues appear after the second examina-
tion dated June 14, 1838*
I am not at all sure that the fugues appear in the man-
uscript "Fugues Vocales" in the order in which they were
worked - particularly following the competition fugue on
page 183 dated July 1338* For example, closely following this
on page 191
,
appears a competition fugue dated March 5, 1839,
nine months later* Some of the handwriting seems like earlier
work, as noted in the catalogue of fugues, page 86 of this
thesis*
ilhe familiar paraphe does not appear after page 178o
^ Many of the fugues seem more instrumental than vocal,
although they all, (except one or two at the end), list the
voice parts at the beginning of each fugue*
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i-here is an almost illegible pencil scrawl at the
bottom of page £83 which seems to read "vu 17 juillet 40"»
If this is correct, the volume covers a span of nearly three
years time* Eranck has surely well-covered the work the first
year, with the examination in June 1833 with an 8 part fugue,
and the competition in July 1838* 1'here seems to be no real
advance after that, mere reworking of the same principles
with new subjects* ihe youth of fifteen and sixteen mastered
his work in the first year, yet was evidently kept at it for
two "years more*
A close study of this book makes one view it with rever-
ence and awe, that so young a pupil could have been so gift-
ed and so mature, and so methodical about perpetuating his
routine exercises for posterity*

Chapter IV
Comprehensive Abstract
.
Ihis thesis deals with an important , so far neglected,
document from Cesar Franck's youth. It is titled "Fugues
Vocales", and is in the possession of the music room of the
i>cston .rublic Library - part of the Alien A* Brown collec-
tion. It is a lengthy manuscript, some 309 pages, entirely
in the handwriting of the author. It bears signatures and
dates. Ihia holograph is so very significant, in that it
shows the very severe schooling which Franck had at the
raris Conservatoire, at the ages of fifteen and sixteen. It
helps to give us some light as to how Franck was able to
write music the way he did, und as to the severe discipline
to which he continued to subject himself all through his
long productive life»
jfhe main source of information available about Franck
hus been the .vritings of his devoted pupils, chief of whom
was Vincent I^Indy. i'here are also the speeches made at the
dedication of the monument to Franck at St. Clotilde, and
numerous magazine articles, most of which appeared upon the
100th anniversary of his birth, in December 19££. Franck's
widow and oldest son George, finally allowed some of his
manuscripts, hitherto kept among the papers of the family,
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to be studied by Julien l'iersot, who has written at some
length about thee.
Cesar-August e Franck was born at Liege
,
Belgium on
December 10, 18££. Eis father was Flemish and his mother
German. Frances father wanted him to become a professional
pianist, so he very early started a musical careers Eis first
studies were at the Liege Conservatoire; they were completed
at the Paris conservatoire. Even in his student days Franck T s
work was outstanding. He could transpose easily and perfectly^,
and could improvise with great skill. His real interest lay
in composition, and to this work he devoted several hours of
each day all through his long life. In 1S7£ he succeeded
Benoist as organ professor at the jtaris Conservatoire, where
his organ classes became the real composition classes of the
institution. Eis success as a teecher was so great that his
pupils became known as his"disciples", and he as "Father
Franck". He had a tremendously sincere interest in all human-
ity, and the rare faculty of inspiring his pupils to their
best creative efforts. His teaching methods were far in ad-
vance of his time. He became the very source of the brilliant
symphonic school which flowered in f ranee in the last half
of the AlAth century, and to which the music world is so
greatly indebted. In his lifetime Frenck was unable to secure
satisfactory presentations of his own compositions. Ee lived
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a spiritual and individual life, not in close tough with his
contemporaries* i'hey were jealous of his great talents , and
quite incapable of understanding his ways. In his own com-
positions he leaned strongly toward the church and religious
subjects* His great improvisations were done on the church
organ at St. Clotilde, and his organ compositions are some
of the finest in the literature of that instrument. His
other creative work shows the stamp of the organ in it, in
its excessive modulation, pauses for registration, contra-
puntal style, and majestic spirituality. His compositions
include orchestral works, oratorios, operas, some songs > a
violin concerto, and piano pieces. He originated the cyclic
form. Franck lived almost nil of his quiet life in Paris,
happily married, spending ail his time teaching and compos-
ing. He died there November 8, 1890*
Gessr Franck was very meticulous about all his music
writing. It was his habit to recopy and preserve all his
work, x'here are three volumes of his student work still pre**
served in France, in addition to "Fugues Yocales" in the
possession of the Boston Public Library. Ihe letter volume
was brought here from Paris by Mr. Allen a. ijrown, and pre-
sented to the library October 1, 191£. There are seventy-six
vocal fugues in the collection, worked by Franck while at the
Paris Conservatoire, where he was a student of Leborne* The
work was beaun in October 1837, and the final date, which is
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not quite clear, reads July 17 40? i'he volume is beautifully
written, by hand, in ink, with each fugue spaced so as to
cover the page completely. Sach fugue is carefully labeled
,
with the number of parts and the author of the fugue subject
noted at the top of each, i'he fugues range from two to eight
-parts. I'wo examination and three competition fugues are con-
tained in the book*
In "Fugues Vocales" irar.ck makes several references to
Cheruhini's text "Cours de contrepoint et fugue". He has
followed Cherubini T s rules on fugue writing explicitly*
Ihere is a great variety of treatment within these fugue
xhe possibilities of each fugue subject are exhausted in all
arrangements • in augmentation, diminution, inversion, canon,
stretto, and contrary motion, even in occasional use of re-
trogression*
ojhere is usually some slight modulation in part I* If
there is no chromaticism, in the subject, it is very often
introduced in the counter-subject. JJhe transition from fart I
to rart II is always very difficult to determine, the two
parti often seeming continuous. In .tart II the modulation is
chiefly to closely related keys, xhe second section often
closes on the Y chord of the principal key, or its relative
minor,or major*
xart III is almost, if not always as long and as impor-
tant as .tart il* ihere is always a clear entrance of iart III
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often preceeded by a complete rest* ilhere is great variation
in the closing of these fugues* Some haT*e a lone plagel cad-
ence, as if it were intended for an Amen, I'he minor fugues
do not always end in a major chord, as do those of Bach*
xhrough the entire volume "Fugues Vocales" Franck gives
his own analysis of what he is doing with the subject, ihe
principal subject is labeled with a ^oman numeral I, and the
counter-subjects are labeled with the Arabic numerals £,3 etc
He also notes the "augmentation", "diminution", "inversion",,
and "stretto".
Apparently after the jjec ember 1837 examination, ITranck
was permitted to use his own themes for the first time, ihe
first one appears on page 63, immediately following the
December 1£, 1837 examination.
Somewhat longer fugues appear after the second examina-
tion dated June 14, 1838. xhere are fifteen fugues with
subjects by ITranck himself in the collection.
I am net at all sure that the fugues appear in the man-
uscript in the order in which they were worked. Some of the
handwriting in the latter part of the book seems like earlier
work. Sihe familiar paraphe in the signature does not appear
after page 178.
Many of the fugues seem more instrumental than vocal,
although they almost all have the voice parts listed. Franck
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uses four different clefs - soprano, alto, tenor, and bass*
I'he 6 clef does not appear.
If my interpretation of the dates is correct, this vol*
ume covers three years work* ifranck has covered the entire
material in the first year's work, with the S part, £ choir
fugue in she examination of June 1838. I'here seems to he no
real advance after that, mere reworking of the same princi-
pals with new subjects*
A close study of this hook makes one view it with rever-
ence and awe, that so young a pupil could have been so gifted
and so mature, and so methodical about perpetuating his rou-
tine exercises for posterity, tfranck benefited all his long
and productive life, however, from the careful training in
his youth. Without it he could never have written the works
he did in their magnificent contrapuntal style*
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